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ABSTRACT
Theoretical and Experimental Analysis of Nanoparticle-Nanoparticle and
Nanoparticle-Surface Interactions and their Role in Defining Nanoparticle
Stability and Mobility
by

Camila Cardoso Zies

The use of nanocrystals in a number of technological areas, such as in environmental
remediation, oil fields illumination or even in situ cancer treatment, creates a challenge to the
complete understanding of the transport of these nanoparticles in various types of porous
media - soil, sandstone matrixes or tissue material, respectively. Even though nanocrystals
present breakthrough possibilities in these various applications, their feasible use would be
compromised without reaching the area of interest. As the library of nanoparticles is growing
at a considerable rate over time, it is of great importance that efficient screening methods are
developed and used routinely to assess their mobility. The central challenge of this work was
to fully understand the phenomena behind nanoparticle interactions with other nanoparticles
and with surfaces and, based on this knowledge, to characterize mobility and thus
nanoparticle transport in different environments. The core of this analysis was explored
outside neutral situations, i.e. nanoparticles in aqueous suspensions. We looked closely into
how the mobility behavior of nanoparticles was affected by the influence of various
chemistries, such as a broad range of ionic strength, different surrounding ionic valences, pH
and also at distinct physical properties where temperature influence was also verified. We
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took advantage of our in-house production capability of narrow size distributed
nanoparticles, of the many core compositions available and also the many coatings attainable
in our laboratory library. Distinct sets of nanoparticles were analyzed using an extremely
accurate and precise instrument, known as a quartz crystal microbalance (QCM-D), and
characterized using a number of well-known techniques that would later make it possible for
us to compare these experimental results with our own simulations taking into account
electrostatic and van der Waal forces. The results of this theoretical-experimental analysis
clearly suggest that nanoparticles interact among themselves and with surfaces in the same
fashion that has been previously described by traditional colloidal science and the approach
and techniques applied here present an effective method for screening nanoparticle stability
and transport.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW

1.1 Introduction and Motivation

The annual consumption of crude oil in the United States is 18.63 million barrels per
day. Whilst 12.2 million barrels per day are supplied from domestic sources, 6.4 million
barrels per day are imported, mainly from OPEC producers, according to the U.S Energy
Information Administration’s “Short-Term Energy Outlook” report, released January 2013
[1]. The latter figure represents approximately 20.5% of all the goods imported to the United
States in the year of 2011, a value of approximately US$ 464.3 billion [2].
Based on a database from 2004 [3] that has been cited in numerous works [4-7], from a total
reserve of 582 billion barrels the United States had proven oil reserves totaling 22 billion
barrels of oil. Proven reserves are defined in this work as “Proven reserves of crude oil”, as
of December 31 of the report year, and "(…) are the estimated quantities of all liquids
defined as crude oil, which geological and engineering data demonstrate with reasonable
certainty to be recoverable in future years from known reservoirs under existing economic
and operating conditions”. This definition addresses the important concept of the economic
viability of crude oil recovery.
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Future Challenge,
290 billion barrels
Cumulative Production,
186 billion barrels

Recovered with current
EOR techniques,
84 billion barrels

Proven Reserves,
22 billion barrels

Figure 1.1 Estimates of the strained oil and economically recoverable oil in the USA
After the secondary recovery, in general there is still a significant amount of hydrocarbons
that are left behind, because there are no economically viable techniques to recover them.
(Graph based on numbers from [3])
A classical example illustrating this concept has unconventional reservoirs (shale, chalk and
tar sands) as the main character. This source of crude oil is the result of massive quantities of
oil embedded in shale, chalk and in tar sands. These reserves can be found in worldwide and
have been known for some time. Nevertheless, it is only recently, with the application of new
technologies and techniques, such as hydraulic fracturing and horizontal drilling that this oil
could be extracted efficiently and with a justifiable cost benefit ratio from these reserves.
They represent an important development since the United States could rely on its own
reserves to be self-sufficient in oil and gas, which would have major implications for the
world’s geopolitical context. As these reserves are also abundant outside OPEC countries,
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such as Russia, Canada and the United States, these countries are now major players. The
ability of producers from OPEC countries to influence crude oil prices is now reduced
because non-OPEC countries have their own domestic sources of crude supply that are
economically viable when crude oil prices are over US$ 60.00 per barrel.
Based on the positive economic and political aspects mentioned above, with production
based on unconventional reservoirs by non–OPEC countries at current price levels of US$ 93
per barrel (WTI) and US$ 112 per barrel (Brent), one would certainly believe that producing
crude oil from unconventional reservoirs would be a significant step towards energy
independence for countries such as the United States. An additional aspect should also be
carefully examined; the environmental impact. This class of unconventional oil is a close
cousin of the “tight oil” found in Canadian tar sands that has been proven to be a strong
environmental hazard as it contains more total carbon dioxide than what has been produced
by human sources in the last 150 years. The numbers are clear: the concentration of carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere has increased from 280 parts per million to 393 ppm. since the
onset of the industrial period. Tar sands contain 240 gigatons of carbon, which would add
120 ppm. Tar shale, abundant in the United States, is reported to contain 300 gigatons of
carbon. According to an article by James Hansen, Director of NASA Goddard Institute,
published in 2012, [8], these “(…) concentrations of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere
eventually would reach levels higher than in the Pliocene era, more than 2.5 million years
ago, when the sea level was at least 50 feet higher than it is now. That level of heat-trapping
gases would assure that the disintegration of the ice sheets would accelerate out of control.”.
This leads us to two key challenges: Firstly how to strongly reduce the fossil energy
proportion in the energy mix, which is a long path to be wandered, but may be the ultimate
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solution, and secondly, how to transition into a period of fossil fuel independence in a less
destructive way.
One option for traversing this transition in a less destructive way would be to develop new
technologies that would allow more efficient exploitation of the oil that is discovered.
Current technologies are not sufficient to handle the extraction of all the crude oil that is
found. As a matter of fact, most of the oil is left behind without being economically viable to
be extracted.

Phase

Driving
Force

Amount
Recovered

Primary
Recovery

Secondary
Recovery

Tertiary Recovery
or EOR

Natural
pressure
released by
initial
operation

Usually done by
water flooding

More complex and
costly methods:
fracturing, CO2
injection, and addition
of surfactants

12%-15%

6%-30%

10%-30%

Figure 1.2 Distinct phases of oil recovery
After the secondary recovery, in general there is still a great amount of hydrocarbons that is
left behind, because they are not technically or economically viable to be recovered.
Crude oil production has distinct phases of recovery: primary, secondary, and tertiary, as
seen in Figure 1.2. After primary and secondary recovery, on average 65% of the
hydrocarbon still remain in the reservoir. In the worst-case scenario, shown in Figure 1.3, this
number is even higher. This shows a need for more advanced recovery techniques.
Nanoparticles and their unique size-dependent properties can be engineered in a number of
high-end technologies for enhanced oil recovery (EOR) applications.
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Secondary
Recovery:
6%

Cost

EOR:
10%

Amount of Oil not recovered:
Primary
Recovery:
12%

72%

(a)
Addl.
US$11 to
15 /bbl

Cost

Oil not
recovered:
15%

Addl.
US$5.25/
bbl
Primary
Recovery:
15%

0%

Recovered via
water flooding:
15%

Recovered via EOR:
30%

Oil Entrapped Recovered

100%

(b)
Figure 1.3 Oil recovery process: worst-case scenario versus best-case scenario
Worst-Case Scenario versus (b) Best-Case Scenario were calculated from data regarding the
production on Daqing oil field, Heilongjiang Province, China, for cost comparison [7]. Oil
recovered is typical data found on the subject literature.
Naturally, as the average reservoir depth can be anything from 35 meters up to 12 km, it is
necessary that the nanoparticles present a reasonable mobility. Otherwise, without reaching
the area of interest, i.e., oil/water interface, their use would not be feasible. In addition to this
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spatial mobility, it is of utter importance to understand that the properties of the porous
media, which compose this path, are not homogeneous.

As seen in Figure 1.4, for the nanoparticles to access the porous rock water-saturated and
porous rock oil-saturated interface, they need to be transported through rock presenting the
most diverse characteristics possible. Changes in salinity of the water saturating the rock,
changes in temperature gradient with depth, changes in the porous matrix characteristics,
such as porosity, wettability or chemical composition are variables that need to be fully
explored and understood. The study of the interactions of different nanoparticles with a
different substrate, and the use of different surrounding chemistries so as to screen the
mobility of the particles becomes the essential part of a work aiming to understand how these
parameters affect nanoparticle stability and mobility.

Although the literature has been demonstrating a growing and vivid interest in these kinds of
problems, there is a lack of models to describe adequately and generally the transport of
nanoparticles through porous media. Most of the previous works also miss the comparison
among different classes of nanoparticles. They usually focus on one class of particle under
specific circumstances, but fail to compare for example even different batches of the same
nanoparticle. This can result in disagreement between outcomes in different groups and the
accomplishment of successful predictions becomes seriously threatened. Therefore, the
present work focuses on the study of a number of different nanoparticles’ stability under
down-hole conditions and on developing methods to screen for nanoparticles with high
mobility and satisfactory stability under various chemistries and temperatures. In a number of
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experiments using different techniques we have successfully identified the critical parameters
playing a role in the adsorption of different nanoparticles to surfaces and to other
nanoparticles.

Cap Rock:
Shale, Anhydrate, Salt

Oil and Gas

Reservoir Rock:
Sandstone or Carbonate

Source Rock:
Organic-rich Shale or Carbonate

Basement Rock:
Crystalline Rock (volcanic)

Figure 1.4 Schematic reservoir depth characteristics
After the secondary recovery, in general there is still a great amount of hydrocarbons that is
left behind.
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1.2 Nanoparticle Stability
Previously published articles concerning the stability of nanoparticles were of utter
importance for the present study because if these particles lose part of their already known
characteristics, complementary work such as modeling is seriously jeopardized. Most of the
works that will be cited in this topic literature review have shown that ionic strength is a very
important factor altering the dispersion of the nanoparticles in solution under colloidal
stability. One of the main challenges of the project where the present research work was
inserted was, as a matter of fact, the engineering of nanoparticles with high mobility in
subsurface conditions. These conditions include, in general words, very high salinity and
high temperatures, which will hinder the particle stability as will be shown below.

Guzman et al. [9] have studied the effect of pH on the aggregation of titania nanoparticles. In
this work they have used two approaches: the microscopic approach given by the DLVO
theory, but also the macroscopic approach, given by the convective-diffusive equation to
describe the influence of pH changes on the stability and mobility of nanoparticles.

Chen and Elimelech [10], in another study from 2006, studied the stability of fullerene C60
using Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS). Their method was solely based on a microscopic
approach, but their main focus was on the effect of different ionic strengths on the stability of
the particles. In two other works in 2007 and in 2009 [11, 12], the same group used, a similar
class of nanoparticles and techniques studying the influence of the addition of humic acid,
changing the pH, on the mobility and stability of the nanoparticles. They have for the first
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time described a multi-factor effect on stability. In addition to DLS, a TEM was used to
visually characterize aggregation.

In 2008, aquasol particles transport through semi impermeable membranes was studied by
Huang et al. [13]. The approach for this study was macroscopic, based on the filtration theory
developed by O’Melia in 1963 [14]. They used a balance and UV/vis to analyze the transport
of these particles and concluded that the aquasol stability with respect to their own
aggregation had a competitive effect with attachment and deposition and caused a decreasing
of total fouling onto the membrane.

Johnson et al. [15] studied the stability of

nano-zerovalent iron (nZVI) in solutions

containing different concentration levels of natural organic matter using spectrophotometry
and related the ion mobility with its aggregation behavior. The same nanoparticle, PAA
stabilized, was studied by another group in 2012 [16]. They used a DLS to characterize the
stability of their nanoparticles, commercially produced, in controlled pH to calculate zeta
potentials.

In another work, from 2011, the natural organic content influence on nanoparticle stability
was studied by Liu at al. [17]. This group worked on commercial silicon nanoparticles,
researching their stability in aqueous solutions containing humic acid and varying
concentrations of CaCl2. They used a number of techniques such as DLS, XRD and AFM to
understand the aggregation and also the transport of these nanoparticles.
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Petosa et al. wrote a review paper in 2010 [18] outlining different papers, their results and the
key physicochemical interactions playing a role in aggregation. They have followed all main
approaches - Filtration theory, DLVO - listing the essential equations to evaluate
nanoparticle-nanoparticle and nanoparticle-surface interactions.

More recently in 2011, Godinez et al. [19] investigated the stability of nano-TiO2 in different
environments and conditions, using sedimentation experiments. The dynamic aggregation
was evaluated utilizing an UV/Vis spectrophotometer to measure the sedimentation of the
nanoparticles using time-resolved optical absorbance. In the same year, Jamison et al. [20]
studied gold nanoparticle interaction with protein and concluded, based on changes in the
optical absorbance of the protein nanoparticle solutions, that at pH values lower than the
anticipated isoelectric point of the modified protein, aggregate formation occurred.
The aggregation of Multi Walled Carbon Nanotubes, MWCN, was the subject of a paper
published by Yi and Chen [21] in 2011. Their main goal was to quantify and compare the
stability of MWNTs with two different degrees of surface oxidation in aqueous solution
containing NaCl and CaCl2, which are often present in biological and environmental systems.
Additional techniques were explored by Zoppe et al. [22] in their work about the colloidal
stability of poly(N- isopropylacrylamide) brushes. Being grafted from cellulose nanocrystals,
they were studied though a number of techniques such as colloidal probe microscopy, light
scattering among others. Their measurements revealed that aggregation was temperaturedependent and that also derived from different graft densities and molecular weights.
Because of the great use of TiO2 in commercial goods and their use in aquatic environments,
three studies were published in 2012 [23-25] aiming to describe the stability of this
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engineered nanoparticle under a number of different conditions. The first work, even though
essentially a computational work analyzed the influence of the aggregation, using different
particle sizes (aggregates) and different zeta potential values to understand the effect of the
transport. The other study examined experimentally different parameters such as ion

concentration or charge and pH.
Even though the stability of ZnO was not the main focus of the work by Jiang et al. [26], they
used DLS to assess the size and zeta potential of the particles. These values were later used to
calculate and verify the applicability of the DLVO theory on their system. They concluded
from their simulated results, using experimental parameters that ZnO behaves as a colloidal
particle in regarding aggregation and mobility.
Two more recently published works focused on the study of silver nanoparticles. Levard et
al. [27] concentrated on the affect of environmental factors on the stability of differently
coated AgNP and how transformations suffered by this particle would result in increased
toxicity. In the second study by Sagee et al. [28], a stability study done using weekly DLS
measurements was performed in order to characterize the nanoparticle and ultimately its
transport.
Cerium dioxide (CeO2) was the nanoparticle of interest in a 2012 study by Liu et al. [27].
They used DLS to calculate hydrodynamic diameter changes over a period of time using
DLS, as well as electrophoretic mobility (EPM) to calculate the zeta potential of the
nanoparticles in different collector surface composition, pH, ionic strength, and organic
matter content.
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Table 1.1 Selected papers on nanoparticle stability from 2006 to 2012

Article

Parameters of interest

Year

Nanoparticle

pH
Guzman et al. [9]
Chen and Elimelech
[10, 11,12]

2006

Titania nanoparticle

Monovalent and divalent salt
solutions, pH

2006,
2007,
2009

Fullerene C60

Particle size

2008

Aquasol

Johanson et al. [15]
Lerner et al. [16]

Natural Organic Matter content
(NOM)

2009,
2012

nZVI

Godinez et al. [19]

pH, surfactants, flow velocity

2010

TiO2

pH

2011

AuNP

NOM and CaCl2

2011

Silicon Nanoparticles

Monovalent and divalent salt
solutions

2011

MWCN

2011

Cellulose
nanocrystals

2012

TiO2

Huang et al [13]

Jamison et al. [20]
Liu at al. [17]

Yi and Chen [21]
Zoppe et al. [22]

Graft densities and molecular
weights

Chowdhury et al. [23]
Praetorius et al. [24]
Shih et al. [25]

Monovalent and divalent salt
solutions and organic matter
content
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Jiang et al. [26]

Monovalent and divalent salt
solutions

2012

ZnO

Levard et al. [27]
Sagee et al. [28]

pH, ionic strength, and organic
matter content

2012

AgNP

Liu et al. [27]

Collector surface composition,
pH, ionic strength, and organic
matter content

2012

CeO2

1.3 Nanoparticle Mobility
In regards to the works developed to study and understand the mobility of
nanoparticles, it is interesting to observe that the majority of them, especially experimental
investigations, were conducted in the last 3 years. Research projects began appearing slowly
in 2006 and 2007 with works on fullerene C60, and gained some momentum in 2008 and
2009, but the majority of studies was published after 2010. That clearly demonstrates the
current vivid interest in systematically expanding the characterization of nanoparticles not
only based on their chemical synthesis and composition, i.e. core size, core material, size
distribution, coating, but also on their dynamic and chemical-physical performance under
different conditions, i.e., mobility, aggregation. With this relevant information available, they
could be easily and appropriately selected for specific applications.

From 2006 until 2009 focus was kept on fullerene C60: several works were done with this
class of nanoparticles [10, 12, 28-31]. While the approach changed slightly, studies increased
in complexity while considering the addition of new parameters such as ionic strength, pH
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and others. In 2006, Chen and Elimelech [10] investigated the aggregation and mobility of
fullerene C60 in mono and bivalent ionic solutions using techniques that were used in the
present study as well such as Dynamic Light Scattering and the Quartz Crystal Microbalance.
They demonstrated that the particles analyzed had a mobility and aggregation behavior that
agreed with the colloidal behavior described by the DLVO theory.

On Espinesse et al. and Wang et al. [28, 29], the understanding of the attachment of the
nanoparticle to the surface was done using a macro approach in order to understand their
transport. The parameter of interest, to understand mobility, was addressed through the study
of breakthrough curves under various circumstances. The former group focused on the effect
of organic macromolecules and the ionic composition preparation method used in the
solution with the fullerene C60, while the latter presented for the first time a numerical
approach to predict the transport as observed in column experiments.

Lee et al. [30] have taken a computational and experimental approach to investigate the
effect of velocity, nanoparticle size, and mean grain size of the porous medium on the
transport of fullerene C60 water saturated porous media. Discrepancies of more than one order
of magnitude between experiments and computational prediction suggested that to accurately
calculate nC60 transport in saturated porous media some changes to the clean-bed filtration
theory such as the consideration of surface heterogeneity would be necessary. The same
research group took the surface heterogeneity into consideration in a later paper in 2008. In
[31], Wang et al. used a limited retention capacity and had good matching between their
breakthrough curves and simulation using filtration theory.
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Nano-zerovalent iron (nZVI) was another particle largely investigated in the first years of the
study of the mobility of nanoparticles [15, 32-35]. Saleh et al. [32] provided a robust
overview on the mobility of this class of nanoparticles, applying column experiment and
QCM-D experiments, as well as providing comparisons of these experimental approaches
with DLVO and filtration theory. The ionic strength and cation type effect on mobility was
studied. The use of surface modifiers on the nanoparticle to change the zeta potential and
thus promote mobility was for the first time attempted.
Johnson et al. [15] studied the mobility of nanoparticles in solutions containing different
concentration levels of natural organic matter using column and batch experiments. In
another study by He et al. [33], the authors, used the same approach and the same
nanoparticle, only this time carboxymethyl cellulose stabilized. They concluded that the
attachment efficiency for CMC-Fe was found to be 1 to 2 orders of magnitude lower than
reported for ZVI nanoparticles stabilized with other commercial polymers in a range of ionic
strengths of monovalent and divalent ions. Tiraferri et al. [34] used similar approaches and
concluded that bare nano-zerovalent ion is immobile, but the use of additives, in this case
guar gum, ensured nanoparticle transport regardless of the solution chemistry.
Liu et al. [36] adopted the traditional colloidal filtration theory in conjunction with a siteblocking term to examine the mobility of MWCN. This modeling approach delivered good
agreement with the results provided by the quartz sand-packed column experiments.
Zhu et al. [37] investigated the mobility of extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) under a
number of chemistries of interest such as in different pH and monovalent and divalent salts
over a range of ionic strengths. They used the QCM-D and introduced the attachment
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coefficient alpha as being the ratio between the deposition rates in the presence of an energy
barrier over the deposition rate in the absence of an energy barrier. They mention the DLVO
theory in their work, but did not extend their study with any computational simulations.
Another work focusing on the same material was done in 2011 by Tong et al. [38]. They also
have used the same techniques as previous studies but developed further the DLVO theory to
explain their findings.
Thio et al. [39] concentrated their studies not directly on mobility, but on the adhesion of
gold nanoparticles on mica surfaces. This article offers very detailed physical insights on the
mechanisms behind the attachment behavior of the particles using DLVO theory applied to
results from AFM experiments.
Two independent groups studied MWCN transport in 2011 [21, 40]. While the first study’s
experimental approach relied on the use of the QCM-D and in the other one, column
experiments were performed, they agreed on how parameters such as ionic strength and pH
affected the mobility.
Morales et al. [41] studied the effect of organic matter on the mobility of polystyrene
spheres, developing a correlation equation that could predict their transport through soil.
Their empirical correlation used the classical filtration theory, fitting the alpha as the main
parameter to be compared with other works that attempt to experimentally fit a power law
equation into their experimental data of these particles flowing through a semi water
saturated media.
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Table 1.2 Selected papers on nanoparticle mobility from 2006 to 2012

Article

Parameters of
interest

Chen and Elimelech
[10]
Lee et al. [30]

Monovalent and
divalent salt
solutions

2006

Espinesse et al. [28]
Wang et al. [29,31]

Ionic Strength

2007

Johnson et al. [15]
He et al. [33]
Bishop et al. [35]

Monovalent and
divalent salt
solutions, NOM

Saleh et al. [32]

Monovalent and
divalent salt
solutions, pH,
nanoparticle
coating

Liu et al. [36]

Zhu et al. [37]
Tong et al. [38]
Thio et al. [39]

Yi and Chen [21]

Pore water velocity

Monovalent and
divalent salt
solutions, pH
Monovalent salt
solutions, pH
Monovalent and
divalent salt
solutions, pH

Year

2009,
2010

2008

2009

Attachment
Phenomena
Approach

Nanoparticle

DLVO

Fullerene C60

Column Experiments,
Filtration Theory

Fullerene C60

Column Experiment,
Filtration theory

nZVI

Column Experiment,
Filtration theory,
QCM-D
DLVO

Column Experiment,
Filtration theory,
DLVO

nZVI

MWCN

2009

QCM-D
DLVO

EPS

2010

AFM, DLVO

AuNP

2011

QCM-D

MWCN
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Mattison et al. [40]
Wang et al [42]

Praetorius et al. [24]

Media grain size
-

-

2011
2011

2012

CFT

MWCN

Column experiments,
CFT, DLVO theory
Modified Filtration
Theory

QD
TiO2

Quantum dots produced in our laboratories were the subject of a study in 2011 to understand
experimentally and to numerically predict their transport in porous media. Wang et al [42]
used column experiments and classical filtration theory to understand their transport.
Jiang et al. [26] used column experiments and DLVO simulations to study the mobility of
ZnO through packed quartz sand. They analyzed the influence of monovalent and divalent
salt solutions on the transport and concluded that the retained particles as a function of
travelled distance were underestimated by the theory in all circumstances considered.
In a recent work from 2012 [24], Praetorius et al. have examined the transport of TiO2
nanoparticles in an aquatic environment using a modified filtration theory to calculate the
attachment coefficient, alpha. This simulation used as parameters those of the Rhine River
and some of the characteristics applied to the particle were found also in this river, such as
diameter and the assumption that the particles reaching the river were not necessarily in its
dispersed state, but already suffering some degree of aggregation.
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1.4 Filtration Theory and Nanoparticle Transport
Classical filtration theory, or CFT, was first developed and presented in an original
work by O’Melia in the sixties [14] following his doctoral dissertation finished in the year of
1963 at the University of Michigan. Another work by Yao et al. [43] in 1971 describing not
only transport through porous media, but also assessing the retention profile along columns
became of fundamental importance in the simulation and prediction of colloidal particle
transport. These works were fundamentally used in drinking water treatment applications and
environmentally relevant dispersion of colloidal particles [14, 44-49] over the last four
decades. The approach regained certain popularity in the last years with several papers using
this approach to simulate, anticipate and be successfully compared to column experiments
data of nanoparticles [13, 44-46, 50].
This methodological approach, also known as clean-bed filtration, assumes that the total
single collector efficiency is based on the sum of individual contact efficiencies due to
interception, sedimentation and diffusion. For colloidal particles with size greater than 1 µm
interception and sedimentation dominate the transport behavior, while for smaller particles
Brownian motion becomes more relevant. The equations contemplated in this approach come
from a mass balance done over an infinitesimal volume where driving forces are those of
advection, diffusion and adsorption to a surface. This approximation has been done with the
assumption that the particles as well as the collector would be spheres.

Based on the previously cited premise, carbon nanotubes would automatically be excluded
from any prediction using the classical filtration approximation. Liu et al. [36] adapted the
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collector efficiency for carbon nanotubes summing up two kinds of approximating particle to
the spherical collector. The first would be a cylindrical surface and the other a circular
surface. They used a finite element method to solve the dimensionless concentration over
pore volume curve profile, also known as breakthrough curve. Another study that compared
the predicted transport of two classes of carbon nanoparticles, C60 and carbon nanotubes [51]
showed that in both cases the diffusion term dominates the collector efficiency. The particle
aspect ratio and size only had a significant effect on the maximum flux averaged
concentration. Even after adapting the collector efficiency to deal with cylindrical structures
rather than spherical structures their numerical results yielded underestimated breakthrough
curves. In addition, they observed that the column experiment results provided slightly right
skewed curves, while the simulation would predict a quite symmetric curve with a plateau on
the maximum concentration reached.

This challenge was also faced in other studies where the CFT was applied as the main model.
In a number of papers by a group encompassing researches from Tufts and Rice Universities
[29-31, 42, 52], the non-symmetry of the experimental breakthrough curve was addressed by
the use of distinct particle-surface interaction coefficients as an initial approach. Once
attachment and detachment coefficients were not the same, the breakthrough curve started to
reflect more what was seen, but was still far from describing the transport behavior observed
experimentally.

The assumption that finally brought the simulated curves in conformity with what was being
observed experimentally was a consideration that there could be unfavorable attachment
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sites. Johnson and Elimelech [53] were the first to use this assumption in 1995. They have
applied a blocking function expression, therefore limiting the available attachment sites of
colloidal particles in porous media. This approach was used in a number of studies on the
transport of nanoparticles successfully [11, 15, 28, 29, 31, 36, 42, 54] and finally brought a
good fit between simulations and column experiments observations.

One concern raised by Pennel et al., in a chapter entitled “Transport and Retention of
Nanomaterials in Porous Media” in a book published by Grassian [55], was the lack of any
retention profile analysis in the studies done to date. Clean-bed filtration theory precludes a
hyper-exponential retention profile along the column, but some studies [30, 56] have shown
this profile to be a flat line, i.e. the dimensionless concentration is the same along the
column, rather than presenting the expected profile. The preferential site consideration
addresses part of this problem, but there is still a lack of adequate adaptation to the clean-bed
filtration. In addition to that, not a wide range of different nanoparticles have been tested and
simulated using this approach. Because of that, it is not possible to unequivocally state this is
suitable to represent nanoparticle transport in porous media whatsoever.

A research group in the American Agricultural Department has been working with numerical
simulation on the transport of micro and nano species through natural and approximated
porous media for the last decade [57, 58]. These works started with pathogens and
contaminants, but in the last couple of years were extended to nanoparticles. In a work from
2011, Wang et al. [59], used an empirical factor, β, to calculate the retention profile. Their
simulation agreed with what was observed experimentally in column experiments. Other
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recent works by the same group [60-62] used the same approach and included an empirical
parameter to the blocking site expression. These works used distinct nanoparticles: MWCN
and copper oxide associated with hydroxyapatite (nHAP), but all of them were successful
comparing prediction in transport and retention profiles with experimental results.
Table 1.3 Selected papers on other numerical approaches to simulate nanoparticle
transport
Authors

Johari et al.
[63]

Guerrero et al.
[64]

Hoffman and
Kammer [65]

Ghazvini and
Shokouhmand
[66]

Year

2010

2009

2009

2009

Abstract

Nanoparticle
(diameter)

A model for nanoparticle
transport that assumes
irreversible particle attachment
to soil subject to the saturation of
attached nanoparticles.

Hydrophobic
contaminants
(80 ± 15 nm)

- 1D ADR
- FD Scheme
- Dirichlet inlet BC

Solute
transport
Ammonium
(NH4+).

- GITT only to the
diffusive problem
- Benchmark with
STANMOD

An analytical solution of the
advection–diffusion transport
equation with constant
coefficients in transient and
steady state regimes. This
solution has a faster convergence
in comparison to the hybrid
analytical–numerical solution
achieved by using the GITT to
the problem.
Studied computationally how
size, residence time and other
factors link to transport behavior
of nanoparticles + HOC.

NP
(aggregates)
radius 100
microns

Used a porous media approach
to solve energy equations in heat
enhancement problems with fins.
Relevant because it brings light
to other ways of dealing
numerically with ADR.

Aqueous
copper oxide
(Size not
specified)

Method

- Reactive transport
model SMART
-Approximations for
retarded pore
diffusion
- Combination of two
first-order rate
expressions
- Modified Darcy
equation for the fluid
and two-equation
model for heat
transfer between fluid
and solid sections
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Bradford et al.
[67, 68]

2009

Computationally developed a
method to overcome unfavorable
attachment in a broad number of
colloid, sand sizes water
velocities, and solution
chemistries. The dualpermeability model was used to
interpret experimental data

Not specified

- The model takes
into account various
advective and
dispersive transport
rates. It also provides
a first-order colloid
retention and the
release in fast and
slow velocity regions
of the porous media.

1.5 DLVO Theory and Nanoparticle Transport
Since nanoparticles, in general, can be approximated as spheres and present a charge
around them, one of the theoretical approaches that have been customarily used to describe
nanoparticle interaction with other nanoparticles and with surfaces is the Dejarguin-LandauVevey-Overbrook theory (DLVO theory). In general terms, this theory, developed almost
concomitantly in the forties by two independent groups, is the sum of two forces acting on a
particle: the electrostatic force and the van der Waals force [69].

Most of the experimental works carried out on the transport of nanoparticles offered at least
this theoretical background to support their experiments. While filtration theory offers the
macroscopic visualization of the mobility of the particles, it does not clarify the phenomena
or mechanisms behind colloidal particles and porous matrix attachment [70]. On the other
hand, DLVO theory is full of details on the mechanisms behind this interaction.
Nevertheless, DLVO alone will fail to construct a complete theoretical framework on the
transport, as it will not provide information on practical and fundamental macro parameters
driving the movement, such as velocity of the surrounding fluid, the porosity of the media,
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among other factors. In addition, the energy profiles defined by this theory are also useful in
applications of the classic filtration theory described previously [50, 71-73].

One important aspect to be noted is that this theory is based on the assumption that the
particles are spheres, or pragmatically speaking, that they could be approximated as spheres.
This assumption automatically excludes this approximation for carbon nanotubes, for
instance. Because carbon nanotubes possess a high aspect ratio, in principle this model
would fail to describe them properly. As a matter of fact, none of the works regarding the
mobility of carbon nanotubes [21, 36, 40, 51, 62] present DLVO theory analysis. Liu et al.
[36] cites the theory and its importance, but presents no calculations.

Excluding the CN studies, we can categorize the research that has contemplated DLVO
theory as a theoretical background in two categories. The first one uses it to explain the
nanoparticle-nanoparticle interaction, or stability of nanoparticles and the other one uses it as
a framework for nanoparticle-surface interaction, or nanoparticle mobility.

The DLVO theory application on the stability of the particles has been the focus of many
works, as it serves as a characterization tool on the quality of the particles. In addition to that,
because the experiments on stability such as electrophoretic mobility and dynamic light
scattering provide some of the parameters used in the theory, the energy profile calculation
became customarily incorporated into the research. In some works, inconsistencies were
found between experimental results under certain circumstances, such as in the addition of
organic matter, and DLVO theory predictions. They have accounted other non-DLVO effects
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to the observed phenomena, such as steric repulsion [11, 19, 74] to explain these
discrepancies. Below, Table 1.4, a summary of recent works that used DLVO to calculate
nanoparticle-nanoparticle energy profiles can be seen.

Table 1.4 Selected papers that relied on DLVO to theoretically explain stability

Article

Year

Nanoparticle

2006, 2007, 2009

Fullerene C60

2010, 2012

TiO2

Guzman et al. [9]

2006

Titania Nanoparticle

Jamison et al. [20]

2011

AuNP

Liu at al. [17]

2011

Silicon Nanoparticles

Zoppe et al. [22]

2011

Cellulose Nanocrystals

Chen and Elimelech [10,11,12]
Godinez et al. [19]
Chowdhury et al. [23]
Praetorius et al. [24]
Shih et al. [25]

In the second category, the DLVO is applied as the foundation to understand the nanoparticle
adsorption to a surface and consequently its mobility. The preferred approach is still the
classical filtration theory, especially among works where the experimental approach is the
use of column experiments, where a match between prediction and experimental observation
is quite straightforward. Nevertheless, many works have used DLVO successfully, reporting
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good agreement between experimental observation and DLVO assertion. Works done with
various kinds of nanoparticles, such as C60 [12, 75], ZnO [74], AuNP [39], TiO2 [76]
effectively depicted the influence of surroundings on attachment and transport. Influences
such as ionic strength, mono or divalent salts and pH were addressed in these works. Other
studies highlighted the importance of this theoretical approach in the understanding of the
attachment phenomena as relevant and part of their future efforts [41, 77, 78].

The recent works using the QCM-D, in general, have interpreted their data with DLVO
theory. Qualitatively speaking, the fit and reproduction between experimentally examined
and what is described by the theory have been extremely satisfactory [27, 37, 74-76, 79]. The
same tendency is seen among works that use atomic force microscopy (AFM) to assess the
force between the particle and the surface, which would naturally be expected, as the
energies found experimentally are directly compared with the ones calculated using the
theory [22, 39, 80-83]. It becomes a real challenge, in the AFM experimental approach, to
change the surrounding environment as wet AFM is usually required, but most of the cited
works have shown that the challenge remains only on the experiment execution and not in
the comparison between experiments and DLVO theory.

1.6 Conclusions
The literature related to stability has been abundant and detailed in the last years,
documenting a number of important parameters and their effect on nanoparticles. The same
can be said about simulations using CBFT and DLVO and their applicability in nanoparticles
in specific systems. Nevertheless, these studies have been focusing on very specific systems
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and lack the ability of extrapolating their conclusions to nanoparticle libraries that have been
growing exponentially in the last decade. Another gap that is noticed in this sense is a more
detailed analysis of the mobility of nanoparticle libraries and accurate and efficient methods
to screen for nanoparticle mobility taking into account a larger number and class of
nanoparticles in a more systematic way. In addition, in spite of exploring the temperature
effect in stability studies, the study of heat gradients and temperature changes in the mobility
studies have not been presented in the literature yet, opening space for the observation of the
present study to be examined.
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CHAPTER 2: EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF
NANOPARTICLE STABILITY

2.1 Introduction
As nanoparticle use becomes more prevalent, their fate and toxicity has gained
special attention, as observed by the publications in the last decade [28, 84-93]. In their
application in environmentally relevant conditions, such as in subsurface conditions, their
transport through porous media becomes of particular interest [87, 88]. Even though there is
an increasing interest in this subject, not much literature has been published in the field. In
addition, since this is a relatively new area and the rate of publication has fallen behind the
exponential increase in the library of particles available, before transport per se can be
investigated, close and accurate characterization is necessary.

As the techniques to produce nanoparticles attain an acceptable reproducibility regarding
specific size distribution, coating coverage, monodispersity, among others, the stability of
these characteristics is easily affected by environmental properties [94-97]. One key feature
in nanoparticle systems is surface modification. Without it, nanomaterials face substantial
limitations to meaningful applications. Even slight changes in pH or ionic strength of the
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surrounding media can cause the nanoparticles to aggregate or to lose relevant attributes,
such as their optical response. Surface chemistry engineering is able to deliver enhanced
stability, and guaranteed phase transfer to less toxic solvents, such as water and engineered
functionalization of the nanoparticles, broadening their potential uses and applications. In
order to accomplish a satisfactory study on the physic-chemical behavior of the particles in
different conditions, it is essential that an accurate characterization of the nanoparticles in
these specific conditions is developed to avoid the inclusion of additional variables.

2.2 Nanoparticles and Stability
2.2.1 Materials
Because of their unique optical properties, Figure 2.1, quantum dots are a material of
remarkable interest in various applications. They have lately found application as
biomarkers, solar cells, and LEDS [98-104].

Figure 2.1 CdSe quantum dot solutions excited by UV light
Quantum dots because of their optical properties are suitable for applications where sample
visualization is critical.
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As our laboratories are able to produce these nanoparticles with great quality control on their
size, dispersity (Figure 2.2) and coating coverage among batches, this was the first
nanoparticle we explored. An additional component of importance was the fact that our
group successfully developed different coatings, and this class of nanoparticles became a
good model particle candidate to investigate and study the effect of different coatings on the
stability and the mobility of nanoparticles.

Figure 2.2 TEM image of CdSe quantum dots
As can be observed, satisfactory monosdispersity can be achieved in a quantum dot synthesis
done in our laboratory [105].
The synthesis method for the used quantum dots have followed published works [106, 107].
Spectrophotometer absorption spectrum was used to calculate the core diameter and
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concentration of QD. Three amphiphilic polymers: poly(acrylic acid)-octylamine copolymer
(PAA), poly(maleic anhydride-alt-1- octadecene) (PMAO) and poly(2-acrylamido-2-methyl1-propanesulfonic acid) (PAMPS), transferred the QDs from an organic to an aqueous
solution. Afterwards, methyl- PEG-amine (PEG) was conjugated to PMAO in two different
chain lengths (10 K and 1 K) and AA/PEG acrylate copolymer was conjugated to PAA.
1. QD_PAA
poly(acrylic acid)
2. QD_PAA -EG
same as above, AA/PEG acrylate
copolymer

ZnS

CdSe

3. QD_PMAO
poly(maleic anhydride-octadecene)
4. QD_PMAO-PEG 1K
same as above but conjugate with
PEG1K
5. QD_PMAO-PEG 10 K
same as above but conjugate with
PEG10K
6. QD_PAMPS
poly(2-acrylamido-2-methyl-1propanesulfonic acid)

Figure 2.3 Molecular model of core/shell quantum dots and the explored coatings
The surface is surrounded with TOPO (tri-n-octylphosphine oxide).
The second class of nanoparticles of interest was that of nanomagnetite (nMag). Many works
have explored their use in water treatment applications [108-111]. Nanomagnetite is an iron
oxide sorbent that presents a high affinity for chemical such as Arsenic and Uranium. It can
be worked in low-strength magnetic field [105] as it is the most magnetic natural mineral on
Earth. The magnetic properties of nMag have also found a significant niche of application
within the oil and gas industry. Iron oxide, being abundant and relatively cheap to synthesize
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[112], together with magnetic instruments such as magnetic resonance (MRI) or (CAT) could
be used to illuminate reservoirs and oil fields, with accurate spatial information on the
reservoirs, so that drilling could be performed in specific spots where it would be
economically interesting, i.e., the distance from the surface to the reservoir would be shorter,
or drilling performed in softer rocks [113-115]. In addition, the possibility of visualization
would be useful to further fundamental studies regarding mobility to better understand the
transport and explain retention profiles in column experiments.

Figure 2.4 Magnetite sample library
TEM images of magnetite nanoparticle samples and their histograms representing size
distributions.
In Chapter 3, we will comment on some preliminary experiments used to this end, the
possible outcomes and some challenges. These kinds of applications are often referred to as
passive applications. In addition there are other interests in applying these particles
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effectively in the exploration and recovery of crude oil. These applications are called active
applications. There is a current effort, for example, to use magnetic nanoparticles to clean up
oil spills. These particles are engineered to be water-repellent. They partition into oil phase:
the spilled oil, now a ferrofluid, would then be pumped into vessels and finally separated
from the water with the use of magnets [114, 116, 117]. On another front, these particles
could also be used to change recovery properties of the oil, such as viscosity or wettability to
allow for easier pumping and extraction [114].

Figure 2.5 Iron oxide nanocrystals and a demonstration of its magnetic properties
The magnetic properties from nMag have found a significant niche of applications in the oil
and gas industry.
The last analyzed particle was a gold nanoparticle with 8 nm core size capped with thiolated
poly(ethylene glycol). This particle with varying coating coverage was used for a brief
characterization of stability in a brine solution, as the coating coverage was also a parameter
of interest in our mobility studies.
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Figure 2.6 Diagram of parameters and nanoparticles observed in stability studies
Specific classes of nanoparticles were used to study the influence of each of the described
parameters in the stability of nanoparticles.

2.2.2 Methods
The quantum dots and nanomagnetites were diluted and then sonication was
performed with a Hielscher UP100H Ultrasonic Processor or a Branson Digital Sonifier. In
the case of quantum dots, a Varian-Cary 5000 UV-visible-NIR spectrophotometer was used
to obtain their UV-visible spectra and to calculate their concentration by doubling the value
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of the peak in a specific wavelength. For nanomagnetite, a PerkinElmer Optima 4300 DV
Inductively Coupled Plasma-Optical Emission Spectrometer (ICP-OES) quantitatively
determined the concentrations. This instrument measures the iron content and using simple
calculations, we were able to determine the nMag concentrations. A Shimatzu Total Organic
Carbon Analyzer (TOC) was used to quantitatively determine the number of capping agent
per particle in gold nanoparticles. Solution dispersion of nanoparticles was analyzed with a
dynamic light scattering Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS (DLS). The DLS was also used to
calculate both the nanoparticles hydrodynamic diameter and the zeta potential that were used
in following chapters to compute DLVO interactions.

2.3 Stability Analysis over a Range of Ionic Strengths and pH and
Coverage Values
This study was first developed with quantum dots. The reason behind this strategy is
because they were available in a number of different coatings, as mentioned previously, and
this would allow us to compare different coatings and to analyze their stability under various
conditions. The control on the synthesis was also very satisfactory for the majority of the
coatings, meaning the characterization reproducibility among different batches was also fair.
In addition, because of their optical properties, it was easy to visually detect precipitation,
excluding further testing, making this analysis simplified.

2.3.1 Quantum Dots
The first approach to study the stability of QD was to inspect them visually over a
broad range of ionic strengths and to assess if any precipitation could be observed, Figure
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2.7. This study was done with all six coatings available for QD, having as the maximum
concentration the brine concentration definition, i.e., 2 wt/wt % for CaCl2, and 8wt/wt % for
NaCl.

A

B

C

A

B

C

QD_PAA QD_PAMPS
(a)

A

B

C

QD_PAA

A

B

C

QD_PAMPS
(b)

Figure 2.7 Comparison of QD-PAA and QD-PAMPS under various conditions
(a) under regular light, (b) under UV light. A: QDs in water; B: QDs in 8wt/wt % of NaCl;
C: QDs in brine solution (8wt/wt % NaCl + 2wt/wt % CaCl2).
To demonstrate and compare the stability of nanoparticles under various conditions, both
quantum dots (5.5nm) were coated with PAA-OA (carboxylic acid) and PAMPS-LA
(sulfonic acid) polymers. Figure 2.7 shows the comparison of quantum dots with carboxylic
and sulfonic acid coatings under three different conditions. Although quantum dots with
carboxyl coating were stable in DI water and 8 wt/wt % of NaCl solution, they immediately
aggregated in the brine solution. One of the possible reasons is due to the calcium ions,
which are cross-linked to the carboxylic acid groups. Our experiments showed that visible
aggregation of quantum dots with carboxyl coating can be seen in as low as 0.05 wt/wt% of
CaCl2 solution. However, no visible aggregation of the PAMPS-coated quantum dots was
observed in any of those three solutions.
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Dynamic light scattering (DLS) was further used to measure the particle size of PAMPScoated quantum dots in both NaCl and CaCl2 solutions in the range from 0 to 20 wt/wt %,
Figure 2.8. It can be seen that the particles size of QD-PAMPS did not change significantly
with the addition of salts, which indicates these nanoparticles were very stable in high saline
conditions.

A more complete table, including all coatings, can be seen in Figure 2.9. The QD
precipitation control was done after the following exposure times: 1 hour, 12 hours, 24 hours,
48 hours, 96 hours and 1 week. After 12 hours, the particles that had not precipitated stayed
in solution for over one week, with some variation among them. Thus the 12-hour period was
used as a cut-off time.

In Figure 2.9, we notice that the maximum salt concentration where all particles remained in
solution for a long period was 2% for NaCl and 0.01% for CaCl2. As mentioned previously,
one of the effects might be the calcium ions cross-linking particles. This will be carefully
examined and explained in Chapter 4 as we explore the DLVO theory and the effects behind
it in details.
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Figure 2.8 The particle size of QD-PAMPS in different concentrations of salts
DLS measurements on hydrodynamic size of QD-PAMPS over a range of salt concentrations
for CaCl2 and NaCl.
The salt concentration highlighted in red, Figure 2.9 (b), is the concentration at which all the
particles remained visually in solution after 12 hours and thus for over a week. DLS
measurements were taken at this cut-off salt concentration to analyze how the change in ionic
strength affected the hydrodynamic size of the particles. These results can be seen in Figures
2.10 and 2.11. Even though some variation is observed as the ionic strengths of CaCl2 and
NaCl increase, these are within the margin of error in the measurements and cannot be
considered as significant. Another observation that becomes obvious is that a divalent salt
causes a higher impact on these nanoparticles’ stability.
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Figure 2.9 Visual inspection of precipitation in differently coated QD
The cut-off concentration at which all particles remained dispersed in solution after 12 hours
are highlight above and were used in the tests comparing the mobility of these particles in
Chapter 3.
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Figure 2.10 The particle size of quantum dots over time in NaCl solution
The salt concentration was the cut-off concentration at which all the coating would stand
without aggregation and visual precipitation.
Another important study conducted was the DLS over time at the cut-off salt concentration (2
wt/wt % NaCl + 0.01 wt/wt % CaCl2). This analysis was extremely relevant, as we could
learn the aging effects at this particular concentration at room temperature over time, which
is not always possible to be observed by the naked eye. This study was conducted at 1 hour,
12 hours, 24 hours, 48 hours, 72 hours, 1 week and 2 weeks. The readings at 1 hour indicated
aggregation could be occurring and the 5 readings taken were inconsistent. At 12 hours the
data met the instrument quality criteria and as we can observe at Figure 2.12, no significant
change was noticed on the hydrodynamic size of the QD. For simplicity, the measurements at
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1 week and 2 weeks were not shown, but followed the exact same trend that can be seen in
the graph.

Figure 2.11 The particle size of quantum dots in different concentrations of CaCl2
The particles had distinct coatings for comparison purposes.
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Figure 2.12 The particle size of quantum dots over time in the CaCl2 and NaCl cut-off
solution
The salt concentration was the cut-off concentration at which all the coatings would stand
without aggregation and visual precipitation.

The pH effect was also conducted using DLS, Figure 2.3. Similarly, there is no significant
change of the particle size under pH from 2 to 11. However, the fluorescence of the QDs in
below pH 3 solution was significantly reduced. This behavior was also observed in all the
other kinds of coatings.
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Figure 2.13 The pH effect on the particles’ size and fluorescence of QD-PAMPS
(a) particle size; (b) under UV light.

2.3.2 Nanomagnetite
As was discussed before, the nanomagnetite was a particle of interest because its
simple synthesis could be easily scaled up and its magnetic properties would also be of great
interest to field applications and tests. Since the mobility results comparing coatings, which
will be discussed in Chapter 3, yielded favorable results with this particular coating, our
strategy was to focus the stability study on this specific coating, PAMPS.

DLS was also used to study the effect of salts on the particle size of iron oxide nanocrystals
with core size of 10 nm, coated with PAMPS-LA polymer. It can be determined from Figure
2.8 that the PAMPS-coated iron oxide nanocrystals were also very stable in high saline
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conditions. Similarly, the DLS result also demonstrated that PAMPS-coated iron oxide
nanocrystals were stable in the pH range from 1 to 11, Figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.14 The particle size of nMag-PAMPS in different concentrations of CaCl2 and
NaCl
These particles did not have a significant changes in size even at concentrations as extreme
as 20 wt/wt %.
Figure 2.16 (a) shows the comparison of iron oxide nanocrystals with carboxylic or sulfonic
acid coatings in calcium containing conditions. It can be seen that carboxyl coated iron oxide
nanocrystals immediately aggregated in 2wt% of CaCl2 solution, while the PAMPS-coated
iron oxide solution remains clear in 10wt% of CaCl2. Figure 2.6 (b) shows the PAMPScoated iron oxide nanocrystals remain monodisperse and non-aggregated.
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Figure 2.15 The pH effect on the particles’ size of nMag-PAMPS
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Figure 2.16 nMag-PAMPS vs. nMag-PAA in CaCl2
(a) Comparison of iron oxide nanocrystals with carboxylic acid and sulfonic acid coatings in
calcium containing solutions; (b) TEM image of PAMPS-coated iron oxide nanocrystals.
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Figure 2.17 Long-term stability of nMag-PAMPS in brine solution at room temperature
(a) DLS analysis over time (b) nMag-PAMPS in brine solution after 3 months.

Long-term stability of the PAMPS-coated iron oxides nanocrystals was also investigated
using DLS (Figure 2.6 and 2.7). Figure 2.17 shows the particle size of nMag-PAMPS in
brine solution (8wt/wt % NaCl + 2 wt/wt % CaCl2) at room temperature measured over a
period of 3 months. It can be seen there is no significant change of the particle size during
this time, which indicates that the nMag-PAMPS is very stable in brine solution. The solution
remains very clear in brine after 3 months, Figure 2.17 (b). Furthermore, the nMag-PAMPS
remains stable at a high temperature in brine solution for 28 days, Figure 2.18.
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Figure 2.18 Long-term stability study of nMag- PAMPS in brine solution at 90°C
Size remains stable for long periods even at higher temperature, implying a very good
stability of nMag-PAMPS even under harsh conditions.

2.3.3 Gold Nanoparticles
Gold nanoparticles have been widely applied in research projects in our group and are
easily synthesized and characterized in our laboratory. For this reason we decided to use this
particle as our model to understand the effect on coating coverage on stability and mobility.
For this particular feature, coverage, only the stability at brine was analyzed. The reason
behind this is that our main goal was to engineer particles with great resistance in this rough
environment condition. As we can see in Figure 2.19 the quality of coverage has a big impact
on the stability of gold nanoparticles. At 250 capping agents per particle we observe an
almost instant aggregation of the nanoparticles: this becomes clearer after one hour when the
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aggregates start to precipitate to the bottom at the vial. This examination brings us to the
conclusion that using partially coated gold nanoparticles in mobility studies would not be
beneficial, as we would not flow over the surfaces nanoparticles, but big agglomerates that
could even clog the microchannels in our mobility experiment leading to erroneous or
misleading results.
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Figure 2.19 Stability of AuNP with various capping agent contents in brine solution at
RT
(a) After 15 minutes, (b) 30 minutes, (c) 60 minutes. A: no capping agent; B: 250 capping
agents/particle; C: 750 capping agents/particle; D: 1000 capping agents/particle.

2.4 Conclusions
In this Chapter we have proposed a protocol that has proven to be efficient and
successfully captures the effect of different parameters in the stability of nanoparticles. We
have shown how the application of straight-forward methods such as simple visualization in
addition to powerful and well-known techniques such as the UV/vis and DLS could build
strong conclusions regarding the stability of nanoparticle in different environments that could
hinder the feasibility of their application, e.g. in various pH, temperature, high ionic strength
and valance. We were able to extend this study for a large number of nanoparticles
possessing assorted characteristics, with varying coating chemistries, core materials and
sizes.
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Based on the protocol developed as part of this Chapter we are confident we can test and
characterize the stability of nanoparticles that are currently in production in our laboratories
as well as new ones that might be develop in the future.
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CHAPTER 3: EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF
NANOPARTICLE MOBILITY

3.1 Introduction
One consideration that is often raised when using nanoparticles in spatially remote
applications regards their mobility and consequently their transport. If the nanoparticles are
not able to satisfactorily reach the place where they are supposed to act, their properties lose
significance and their use is compromised. This concern is extremely relevant in applications
of enhanced oil recovery (EOR), where sensing and imaging take place subsurface. To be
fully utilized, the nanoparticle must not only sustain its properties and stability under
different situations, which was explored in Chapter 2, but also retain the ability to move into
the place where they are expected to operate.

Column studies – as well as other alternative techniques, Figure 3.1, have been broadly used
to determine the mobility of nanoparticles [29, 31, 33, 41, 42, 118-120]. Even though column
studies offer acceptable results for the introduction of a number of parameters that can later
be simulated, they are usually work intensive and time consuming. Therefore, this method is
not suitable for testing and screening a large set of nanoparticles. The challenge of testing for
nanoparticle mobility will increase over time, as new developments arise and new
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nanoparticles are engineered. We propose therefore, that after a more specific selection of
particles is done via quick and effective screening methods, as suggested by this study,
column experiments will then deliver thorough results and predictions within an acceptable
time and work frame.

Figure 3.1 Selected current techniques to assess nanoparticle mobility
From top left, clockwise: Column Experiment set-up for arsenic removal [121], QCM-D
sensor schematic [122], Laser Scanning Cytometry used to visualize nanoparticles in porous
scale [123], Radiolabelling applied to the study of the fate of carbon nanotubes in vivo [124],
Micromodel approach for direct observation of nanoparticles in porous medium [125].
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In this Chapter we will explore one specific technique, the QCM-D, that has gained ground
in recent studies [10, 37, 38, 75, 76, 126] and promises to be an effective and fast method to
measure and understand the fundamentals behind the interaction between nanoparticles and
surfaces. We will qualitatively compare this method to column experiments as well as
present a succinct study on the capabilities of magnetic particle mobility with the use of
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI). The nature of attachment and interaction of
nanoparticles will also be discussed by the use of microscopy and spectrophotometry results.

3.2 Experimental Methods
3.2.1 Instrumentation
The direct assessment of mobility of nanoparticles was done using a quartz crystal
microbalance with dissipation (QCM-D, Q-sense E4) by Biolin Scientific. This instrument is
a surface sensitive technique that relates the changes in frequency to mass deposition onto
surface, providing real time measurements, which allow dynamic changes in the
experimental conditions [122]. This technique is promising in quantifying nanoparticle
mobility in different environments such as high salinity and temperatures conditions. In
addition, this technique allows the characterization of nanoparticles based on the attachment
behavior and a better understanding of the kinetics of the process.

The theory behind the QCM-D relies on the fact that a piezoelectric material subjected to a
mechanical strain produces an electric field. When subjected to an electrical field this same
material will respond with a comparable mechanical strain.
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Figure 3.2 Quartz Crystal Microbalance with Dissipation by Biolin Scientific
The theory behind this powerful instrument that relates changes in mass with changes in
detected resonance frequency was developed in mid fifties by Sauerbrey.
A quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation monitoring (QCM-D, from q-SENSE,
Gothenburg, Sweden) was used to measure the attachment of the nanoparticles onto silicacoated quartz surface (QSX-303, from Q Sense AB). When quartz suffers a mechanical
strain, it is subjected to an electric field. This oscillation is proportional to the material
constant and also to its mass, in a relation that is called the Sauerbrey equation. G. Sauerbrey
first derived this equation in the late fifties [127]. It correlates changes in the oscillation
frequency of a piezoelectric crystal with a mass deposited on it as shown below:
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Equation 3.1
∆! = −!

2!! !
! !! !!

∆!

Instruments for measuring the resonance frequency and its changes by using the quartz
crystal as the frequency-determining component of an oscillator circuit were later developed.
The new technology takes into account the energy dissipated by the particles, which
improves the accuracy in the calculation of particles that, in fact, are attached to the surface.

The QCM-D E4 used in this work has 4-flow modules inside a chamber, allowing
simultaneous, independent experiments that are only related by two fixed parameters, the
temperature and flow rate. The sensors were cleaned prior to the experiment using an
aqueous solution of 2 wt/wt % Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate (SDS) followed by exposing the
sensor surface to an ozone chamber for 20 minutes immediately before use. The experiments
were conducted for 30 minutes each and all points presented are calculated from at least 3
experiments with error bars representing the standard deviation from these measurements.
The temperature was 23.0ºC ± 0.2ºC for the experiments where the temperature was not the
parameter of interest. When the temperature was considered the variable, the buffer was run
continuously until the module reached and maintained with minimal variation for at least 15
minutes the temperature of application. This is primordial in the measurement as the
frequency quantification is deeply dependent on the temperature.
The QCM-D raw measurement is given in frequency (Hz) over time. This data was then
analyzed in the software QTools allowing us to calculate the mass based on Sauerbrey
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equation. The data was later exported to OriginLab where it was converted into curves to
facilitate visualization and analysis. A sample of the typical data provided by the instrument
as well as its representation after Sauerbrey calculation and the final chart can be seen in
Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3 Typical raw QCM-D data vs. calculated mass per area over time using the
Sauerbrey equation
The raw data was processed using Qtools, a software developed and kept by Biolin Scientific
and then analyzed with Microsoft Excel and OriginLab.
A small volume of the samples was also taken from the batch for measurements of
hydrodynamic size and zeta potential that were later used to calculate interaction based on
the DLVO theory using the Malvern Zen 3600 Zetasizer (DLS). Other instruments used in
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this chapter’s results include a Digital Instrument Nanoscope IIIA Atomic Force
Microscopes (AFM) for the morphological analysis of the attachment of nanoparticles on the
sensor and a Varian-Cary 5000 UV-visible-NIR spectrophotometer to obtain their UV-visible
spectra and to calculate their concentration. EDX analysis to qualitatively verify the
composition of the material on the QCM-D sensor was done with a JEOL 2100 Field
Emission Gun Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM). A MRI with 30-centimeter core
size was used for a preliminary study performed at Shell Oil Company Research facilities in
Houston to access the possibility of using this technique with magnetic nanocrystals to
transport visualization.

3.2.2 Materials
In this section, following the results and discussion in Chapter 2, our main focus was
to use particles produced in our laboratory, as we have an already well-established library of
particles with different characteristics that would permit us to deeply explore the effect of
parameters as coating, core material and size. They were used for the study on the influence
of core size on mobility.

The nanoparticle solutions were freshly prepared and sonicated minutes before the
experiments with the QCM-D were performed. Unless otherwise indicated, all results are
based on the average and standard deviation of three consecutive measurements using the
same batch of nanoparticles. This proved to deliver reasonably accurate results when the
particles were stable for over 1 hour as cited in Chapter 2. If the particles suffered
aggregation and precipitation before the 60-minute cut-off time, defined in Chapter 2, the
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results were inconclusive, as all three measurements taken had a duration of approximately
30 minutes each, with cleaning intervals of 40 minutes time lag in between, each
measurement would be significant enough so that the particles would not flow through the
sensor surface but would, in fact, be deposited at the bottom of the vial.

Figure 3.4 Diagram of particles used in the mobility study
With the exception of nMag-PAMPS that will be analyzed in Chapter 4, so more critical
analysis will be possible, all the other results will be shown and analyzed in Chapter 3.
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3.3 Comparison between QCM-D and other methods for accuracy
assessment
Qualitative comparisons were done with column experiments performed at Tufts
University in a group that collaborates with our laboratory. This comparison is extremely
relevant not only because it presents results of different particles but also because the
particles used were taken from the same synthesis batch for both experiments. Additional
work is desirable, but as a preliminary study the results have proven to be in agreement, as
can be seen in Figure 3.5, and the results promise to open new fronts for future work and
collaboration.

(a)

C/C0
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(b)
Figure 3.5 A qualitative comparison of mobility analysis between column experiments
and QCM-D
(a) The QCM-D results comparing the same nanoparticles and similar surrounding conditions
successfully reproduce what was observed with (b) column experiments performed at Tufts
University by Dr. Wang. While these column experiments needed approximately 2 weeks to
run, all QCM-D results were collected in under 5 hours.
The particle concentration was assessed using UV/vis prior to its use in the QCM-D. After
the peak was reached and concentration was calculated based on calibration curve, the
sample was taken to the QCM-D. The natural frequencies were measured and calculated
using the flow of the buffer solution without the particles. The instrument was set-up so that
the tubing was completely filled with this buffer solution, the probe moved to the
nanoparticle vial. The volume of the buffer was collected for 10 minutes (tubing volume at
100 µL/hour flow rate), so as not to mix with the effluent nanoparticle solution. The
nanoparticles started to flow from the sensor and were collected for a second UV/vis analysis
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so as to verify the concentration of particles that remained in the sensor and to explore if it
would be possible to calculate α, the attachment coefficient, from this measurement.

3.4 Morphological Study of Attachment
In order to obtain more detailed information about the nature of nanoparticle
attachment on the surface, the post-attachment sensor surfaces were analyzed using an
atomic force microscopy (AFM). The AFM was done on the sensor surface after the
solutions with nanoparticle had flowed and were detected by the QCM-D. The modules were
opened, the sensors removed and quickly rinsed with DI water, and air dried before the
image was taken. The images were taken in four different areas of the sensor and showed
agreement in the attachment characteristics observed.

The qualitative information provided by the AFM images reveals that the attachment of the
nanoparticles does not result in the formation of a monolayer on the surface of the sensor. As
a result, it would not be accurate to rely solely on the Sauerbrey relation to calculate a
parameter to describe transport in cases such as these where the quantified attachment will
likely be greater than a monolayer of nanoparticles on the surface of the sensor. Another
relevant piece of information brought by this study is the fact that even in flat surfaces like
the ones used in these experiments, with roughness around 3 nm, RMS, there is, instead of a
monolayer build-up, non-homogeneous attachment behavior.

The observed results from the AFM analysis are in agreement with the latest nanoparticle
transport simulation approximations considering preferential site for the attachment. The
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hypothesis suggested for this approximation is that as one nanoparticle attaches to the surface
it affects the charges on the neighboring area, causing it to be less likely to attract the
remaining nanoparticles in the solution in the same way.

Figure 3.6 3D height AFM images of the sensor surface, after attachment and cleaning
The attached nanoparticles were dispersed in (a) 8%NaCl and 0.01% CaCl2, (b) 4%NaCl and
0.01% CaCl2, (c) water, as a buffer at room temperature.
.

3.5 Magnetic Resonance as a Tool to Transport Visualization
One of the promising techniques to dynamically visualize and understand the
transport of magnetic nanocrystals relies on the use of magnetic resonance [128-130]. As a
consortium of Oil and Gas companies funded part of this research, we had the possibility of
testing magnetic nanocrystals synthesized in our laboratory at Shell Oil Company Research
facilities to access the response provided by this technique.

Two columns packed with glass beads were mounted in our lab, Figure 3.7. The MRI had the
capacity of holding plugs with up to 1.75” long even though in general tests are done with
plugs smaller than 1.5”. The column had an approximately 1” diameter and it was packed
with some agitation while applying hand pressure to the column to assure the beads were
evenly distributed and to prevent voids that could affect the results. Once it was packed, hot
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air was used to shrink and harden the Teflon wrap. Symmetry was desired but not essential as
the column had a rubber sleeve around it applying extra pressure during the experiments. The
columns were saturated with an 8kppm NaCl solution for 4 hours in a vacuum bath to
guarantee that no air bubbles were trapped inside the column and that the imaging could be
performed. Following the saturation step, the columns were inserted in the MRI and
connected to a syringe pump that injected 4 ml of a solution containing dispersed nMagPAMPS concentrated to 1µM with a flow rate of 2 µl/s. Images were taken approximately 30
minutes after the start of the injection process and can be seen in Figure 3.8. The bright color
identifies the brine solution without the particles and as soon as the nanoparticle flowed into
the column, the bright color became darker, identifying the transport of the nanoparticles.

Figure 3.7 Picture of tested glass bead packed columns
The MRI was then used to image the vertical cuts along the column, as shown in Figure 3.9.
Once again the dark areas are the areas of nanoparticle solution, while the brighter areas
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identify the brine solution. The outcome of this preliminary study was extremely promising
and even though other parameters and challenges should be studied for better results and
understanding, we successfully showed that with the particles synthesized by our group and
with this specific nanoparticle concentration, MRI can be used as a tool to better understand
transport.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.8 Longitudinal and transversal views of the glass bead packed column
(a) Saturated with 8kppm NaCl, without nMag particles, (b) after the injection of 4 ml nMagPAMPS nanoparticles.
.
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Column Inlet

Column Outlet
Figure 3.9 Transversal cuts of packed column
Starting from top left image we have the equally spaced transversal cuts of the column. The
bright areas identified the brine solution, while the darker areas identify the nanoparticle
dispersed solution.
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3.6 Results and Discussion
The measurements with the QCM-D were performed with sensors that were cleaned
just before the experiments using an aqueous solution of 2 wt/wt % of Sodium Dodecyl
Sulfate (SDS) following its exposure in an ozone chamber for 20 minutes to remove
impurities and organic traces that could influence the results. The reason behind the use of
SDS as a cleaning agent is that it is an anionic detergent and does not adhere to negatively
charged surfaces such as the ones used in these experiments, for example, Au and SiO2.
Nevertheless, one important aspect to remember is that this surfactant hydrolyzes over time,
creating a hydrophobic material (a phase change in the SDS solution) that might behave as a
contaminant on the surface, altering the frequency readings. In this case, according to the
manufacturer’s specifications when the surface cleaning was performed in situ, the use of
fresh SDS solutions was preferred. In addition, exposure to the UV/ ozone chamber was
recommended after SDS washes to effectively remove any residues left on the surface, being
therefore highly recommended.

The three experiments ran for a total of 90 minutes and all points presented are calculated
from the data average with error bars representing the standard deviation from these
measurements. A cleaning protocol was followed in between measurements to guarantee no
particles from the previous measurement were still attached to the surface. This was done by
the flow of the same solution used to clean the sensor, a 2 wt/wt % aqueous solution of SDS.
The protocol that was used for all measurements can be seen in Figure 3.7. As previously
mentioned, the temperature was kept at 23.0 ºC ± 0.2 ºC for the experiments where the
temperature was not the parameter to be analyzed. When the temperature was the tested
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parameter, the module was kept at the relevant temperature for a period of at least 15
minutes, with no greater than 0.2 °C variations observed.

Figure 3.10 QCM-D experiment protocol
Before the following measurement was taken the tubing and sensors were cleaned by a 2
wt/wt % aqueous solution of Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate.

3.6.1 Ionic Strength Dependence
Nanoparticle attachment as a function of the solution ionic strength dependence was
highly influenced by the coating the particle had. Qualitatively speaking, this agrees with the
behavior of colloidal particles. The coatings had varying zeta potential, a parameter which
strongly affects the electrostatic forces and particles’ interactions with other particles and
different surfaces. This will be explored in details in Chapter 5 as we introduce DLVO theory
equations and explain how we were able to quantify these acting forces. One important
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observation that can be made from Figure 3.11 is that the QCM-D measurements and the
Sauerbrey calculations correctly predicted what was observed in the column experiments.
This preliminary result revealed that a quick assessment was possible and some coatings
could then be excluded in the applications of which the conditions were reproduced here. The
buffer used here is a brine solution that was classified as the cut-off brine solution in the last
Chapter (2 wt/wt% NaCl and 0.01 wt/wt% CaCl2), in which all differently coated particles
were dispersed in solution for periods longer than 12 hours without visual precipitation.

Figure 3.11 All available QD coatings comparison
Before the following measurement was taken the tubing and sensors were cleaned by a 2wt/wt % aqueous solution of Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate.
From this first experiment and also with the stability results in mind, we extended the
analysis to consider only the high stable nanoparticles where we could in fact apply more
realistic conditions, such as a higher ionic strength buffer solution. These results are shown in
Figure 3.12. Mobility and stability usually transit in opposite directions. Because of surface
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charge characteristics, engineering particles that have good stability without losing their
ability to be transported presents a sensible challenge for research involved in the design and
synthesis of new particles. Because of that, nanoparticles that are not necessarily stable could
also perform well in mobility experiments. For example, QD-P40P10 consistently have better
stability than QD-PAMPS at 20 wt/wt% NaCl, but their attachment behavior would probably
exclude them from application where good mobility is an important feature. For this reason,
if the applications required a short amount of time even at high ionic strengths, freshly
prepared QD-PAMPS could be of great interest, as this particle possesses good mobility at
high ionic strengths. On the other hand, if the particle was required to keep its stability
characteristics for longer periods and the environment ionic strength was not so extreme, we
would probably opt for the use of QD-P40P10.

Figure 3.12 Highly-stable QD coatings in brine solution comparison
This experiment depicts the mobility performance of particles having a coting which is
resistant to high ionic strengths. These particles were dispersed in a 4 wt/wt % NaCl solution.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3.13 QD-PAA attachment rate vs. salt concentration
(a) NaCl (b) CaCl2
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3.14 QD-PMAO attachment rate vs. salt concentration
(a) in NaCl, (b) in CaCl2.
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One important ascertainment made during the experiments with the QCM-D was that, unless
the sensors were kept the same and mounted the same way, i.e. no intervals were made
during the experiments, significant differences were seen among measurements and
reproducibility became a challenge. One strategy to overcome this difficulty was to consider
the attachment rates instead of maximum attached mass per area. For this reason, we
included in our analysis some of the data represented as attachment rate instead of areal
mass. This can be seen in Figures 3.13 and 3.14, where we verified the influence of different
valences and concentrations on the attachment for one of the most mobile nanoparticles (QDPAA) versus one of the nanoparticles with the worst mobility (PMAO). Considerable
standard deviations were observed especially in CaCl2 solution. One of the explanations that
might clarify this is that aggregation might be occurring in the nanoscale where it is not
visible to the naked eye. As we mentioned before, one of the mechanisms that might explain
this higher aggregation when CaCl2 is used is the cross-linking it might be provoking.

3.6.2 pH Dependence
For the pH-dependence study, we carefully started comparing the effects of the use of
buffers and the addition of acids and bases on the results in order to verify that the addition of
acids or bases per se directly into our solutions for pH adjustments did not pose any effects
on the mobility of the particles. For pH levels 3, 4 and 5, we have compared the addition of
Hydrochloric acid, the addition of nitric acid and the use of buffer recipes provided by
Sigma-Aldrich [131] according to the table below. For pH levels 6, 7, 8 and 9, we have
followed the same approach of comparing the addition of sodium hydroxide with buffer
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recipes found on the web. All the buffers were prepared from dry powder, except for the
Acetic Acid, which was diluted from a concentration of 14.7 M.
Table 3.1 Buffers used to adjust solution pH
ACIDIC BUFFERS
Citric Acid – Na2HPO4 pH (2.6-7.6)

BASIC BUFFERS
Na2HPO4 – NaH2PO4 (pH 5.8–8.0)

! Citric Acid monohydrate (C6H8O7 •
H2O, M. wt. 210.14)
0.1M-solution contains 21.01 g/l.

! Na2HPO4 • 2H2O, M. wt. 178.05;
0.2M-solution contains 35.61 g/l.

! Sodium Phosphate (Na2HPO4, M. wt.
141.98)
0.2M-solution contains 28.40 g/l

! NaH2PO4 • H2O, M. wt. 138.01;
0.2M-solution contains 27.6 g/l.

! Sodium Diphosphate (Na2HPO4 •
2H2O, M. wt. 178.05)
0.2M-solution contains 35.61 g/l.
Citric Acid – Sodium Citrate (pH 3.0-6.2)
! Citric Acid monohydrate (C6H8O7 •
H2O, M. wt. 210.14)
0.1M-solution contains 21.01 g/l.
! Trisodium Citrate dehydrate
(C6H5O7Na3 • 2H2O, M. wt. 294.12)
0.1M-solution contains 29.41 g/l.

Sodium Carbonate – Sodium Bicarbonate
pH (9.2–10.8)
! Na2CO3 • 10H2O, M. wt. 286.2;
0.1M-solution contains 28.62 g/l.
! NaHCO3, M. wt. 84.0; 0.1M-solution
contains 8.40 g/l.

Sodium Acetate –Acetic Acid (pH 3.7-5.6)
! Sodium Acetate trihydrate,
CH3COONa • 3H2O, M. wt. 136.09;
0.2M-solution contains 27.22 g/l.
! Dilution of Acetic Acid from 14.7 M
to 0.2 M

_
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The buffer pH was verified using a pHmeter (Accumet AB15 pHmeter), prior to the
preparation of 1% wt/wt NaCl and addition of nanoparticles. The buffer had, in addition, 1
wt/wt% NaCl so that some attachment for QD-PAA-EG nanoparticle system could be seen
and the pH measured one additional time to certify that this addition of salt and nanoparticle
solution did not affect significantly the pH readings by diluting the buffer. In the tests
verifying the influence of the buffer or direct addition of acid and bases to the solutions for
pH analysis, the differences were negligible, being smaller than a calculated standard
deviation among subsequent measurements.

QD-PAA-EG were selected to be tested at different pH levels and ionic strengths as this
particle presented very good stability at high ionic strengths and a satisfactory mobility in
system with monovalent salt. In addition, this particle kept its optical properties well from pH
3 to 9 which were the one under investigation here. Unlike nanomagnetite which had good
stability at a basic pH level, this analysis was not possible with QD dots because at pH higher
than 8 the solution became cloudy, indicating that the system was not stable anymore. The
ionic strength was also a limiting factor for quantum dots. As the sodium chloride
concentrations went above 4 wt/wt %, the basic buffer caused it to aggregate irreversibly and
one more time the solution needed to be discarded.

The attachment of QD-PAA-EG can be seen in Figure 3.15. When no salt is present, the
attachment rate is not affected by changes in acidic pH, even though it decreases at basic pH
levels. With the addition of salt, the plateaus reached in acidic surroundings get closer. The
decrease of the attachment rate is still observed in basic solution. For this nanoparticle, we
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were unable to reach a higher pH than 8 with salt concentrations higher than 4 wt/wt %, as
mentioned before. Nevertheless this increase in ionic strength was enough for us to observe
changes in the attachment behavior.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3.15 QD-PAA-EG attachment over time as function of pH
(a) just the buffer, (b) 4 wt/wt% NaCl.
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Figure 3.16 QD- PAA-EG attachment over time as function of pH and ionic strength

3.6.3 Temperature Dependence
Temperature is a parameter of great importance in subsurface applications since in
natural conditions there is a temperature gradient varying with depth, which does affect the
mobility. No studies were found in the literature relating transport with temperature, even
though some mentioned the importance of having an analysis taking it into account. Tests on
the effect of temperature on the mobility of the nanoparticles were performed using QDP40P10 as these particles presented good stability over the range of temperatures and also
ionic strengths that were used for this analysis. The QCM-D has a built-in heater which
permits temperature adjustments from 18 °C up to 60 °C. It also has a module that is sold
separately that can go up to 150 °C and high pressures. For the scope of this work, the builtin temperature variation was enough to observe that even slight changes in temperature
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produced significant changes in transport. If salt was not present, the changes were
negligible, as the attachment plateau for the three temperature levels analyzed were within
the error range. This can be observed in Figure 3.19. However, changes in this outcome were
screened as we increased the ionic strength, Figure 3.17 and Figure 3.18.

Figure 3.17 QD-P40P10 in 8wt/wt % NaCl attachment as function of temperature over
time
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Figure 3.18 QD-P40P10 in 4 wt/wt % NaCl attachment as function of temperature and
ionic strength
At a relatively higher ionic strength, 4 wt/wt % NaCl the temperature had an important
influence on attachment, but as this ionic strength increased even further, the relative
difference among different temperature experiments decreased in importance. This behavior
agrees with DLVO calculations and will be detailed in the upcoming chapters.
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Figure 3.19 QD-P40P10 attachment as function of temperature and ionic strength

3.6.4 Coverage Dependence
Another parameter of interest was whether we could observe differences in the
attachment behavior with changes in the coating coverage of the nanoparticles. This
experiment used gold nanoparticles with PEG and the coating coverage control was done
using TOC. The sensor for this experiment had a gold surface coating, since preliminary
experiments with a silica surface sensor showed irreversible attachment meaning we were not
able to remove the gold rinsing with DI water or SDS. Four different coating coverage
conditions were tested: AuNP with no capping agent, with 750 capping agents/particle, 1000
capping agents/particle and excess capping agents. The particles with less than 750 capping
agents/particle rapidly precipitated, so we were not successful in flowing the initial
concentration of 0.1 µM through the sensor. For this reason, in Figure 3.20 (a) we are not
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able to assess attachment compared to 1000 capping agents/particle condition. Nevertheless,
some particles still remained in the solution after the start of the experiment. Zooming into
the graph, we observe that for the available particles there is indeed an attachment behavior.
However, the comparison between no capping agents/particle versus 750 capping
agents/particle is not possible because the difference in attachment between the two
conditions fell below the accuracy of the equipment that is 17 ng/cm2.

The comparison of more stable particles included the ones having 1000 capping
agents/particle and an excess of capping agents. As we conclude from Figure 3.21, the
increase in ionic strength causes the particle to attach more to the surface, a characteristic that
was observed in all nanoparticles. Additionally, it can be clearly seen here that the rate of
attachment differed significantly depending on whether these nanoparticles flowed in 4
wt/wt% NaCl or 8 wt/wt% NaCl. The attachment/ detachment rate is less asymmetrical in
lower salt concentrations.

One of the challenges of testing with these particles was the occurrence of irreversible
attachment. At around 1200 seconds in Figure 3.21(a) and 1600 seconds in Figure 3.21(b) DI
water was introduced to rinse the sensors’ surface, but as can be observed not all particles
were removed, and a mass remained attached to the surface. The use of other removers such
as SDS was also attempted with minor success. Ultimately a nitric acid solution was used,
but it also damaged the sensor surface, rendering it useless.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3.20 Gold nanoparticle in brine with varying coverage
(a) in brine, (b) in brine, detailed
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3.21 Gold nanoparticle attachment over time
(a) in 8 wt./wt. % NaCl, (b) in 4 wt./wt. % NaCl
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3.7 Conclusions
The method applied in this chapter successfully showed the effect of various
conditions on the attachment of nanoparticles. The QCM-D proved to be a very powerful tool
in the screening of nanoparticles for mobility, as it allowed for testing covering a large array
of variables, encompassing different surrounding conditions such as temperature, pH, ionic
strength, valance of solution, and nanoparticle characteristics such as core composition and
size, various coatings, coating coverage and nanoparticle composition.

The use of the QCM-D with other well-known techniques that were preliminary explored in
this study such as microscopic and resonance-imaging methods enabled a complete
assessment of the mobility of the nanoparticle to be done. These techniques, together with
theoretical surface chemistry knowledge that will be explored in Chapter 6 in detail, also
permit an in-depth understanding of the phenomena behind these observations. This allows
not only a quick characterization and classification of the mobility of newly engineered
nanoparticles, but also a deeper comprehension underlying these observations than would be
possible with currently popular techniques such as column experiments, for instance.

The method presented in this study also agreed qualitatively with predicted mobility with the
use of column experiments, meaning it could work for selecting particles that would later go
through more detailed macro observations using these column experiments. The synergy of
both approaches could be explored concomitantly and this strategy would be useful for
testing with high accuracy a great number of nanoparticles within an acceptable timeframe.
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CHAPTER 4: NANOMAGNETITE MOBILITY PROPERTIES
AND MOBILITY CHARACTERIZATION

4.1 Introduction
As the QCM-D characterization results using quantum dots suggested that PAMPS
coating possessed not only the high stability observed in Chapter 2, but also successful
behavior regarding transport, as reported in Chapter 3, we extended this study to observe and
characterize the transport of nMag-PAMPS, given that its core with useful magnetic
properties would be highly advantageous for applications where magnetic resonance
techniques could also be used.

4.2 Materials and Methods
The material used in the experiments of this Chapter was already described in detail
in Chapter 2, nMag-PAMPS. One benefit of using it that was not described before is the
possibility of scaling up our laboratory production so it could also be easily used in field
tests. The synthesis process is shown in Figure 4.1. In the first step, the synthesis of the
amphiphilic copolymer, our laboratory is currently able to synthesize at least 400 mL of
PAMPS-LA/DMF solution per batch. This amount can be used to produce over 10 liters of
nMag-PAMPS solution. The procedure has a good reproducibility. In the second step, the
nanoparticle phase using the PAMPS polymer transfer our group is currently able to produce
250 mL of nMag-PAMPs nanoparticles with Fe concentration of at least 1000 ppm. There is
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the possibility of removing the ultracentrifugation procedure, to remove excess polymer,
which takes a considerable time in the process. This could shorten the amount of time for
nMag-PAMPS production.

Figure 4.1 PAMPS synthesis and transfer scheme
PAMPS synthesis and transfer production steps have the potential to be scaled up allowing
an increase in production. This class of nanoparticles could be applied in larger field tests
where more volume of nanoparticle solution is required.
The equipments used in the experiments presented in this Chapter, are those used previously
in Chapter 3 and include the QCM-D E4 with silica sensors for attachment quantification, a
Varian-Cary 5000 UV-visible-NIR spectrophotometer to obtain their UV/visible spectra and
to calculate their concentration and a pHmeter Accumet AB15 for pH levels measurements.
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4.3 Results and Discussions
4.3.1 Ionic Strength
As nMag-PAMPS presented a good stability over a wide range of ionic strengths we
were able to test them using not only isolated NaCl and CaCl2 solution, but also a
combination of both in high quantity, specifically 2 wt/wt % CaCl2 and 8 wt/wt % NaCl. At
higher salt concentrations, it is clear that the mobility of the nMAG-PAMPS was challenged
and that more attachment was observed, Figure 4.2. This graph relies on a single
measurement. In Table 4.1 we have the mass removed after rinsing the sensors with the
buffer, which was not significant and kept the particles onto the sensor surface, after rinsing
with DI water and finally with SDS. All mass was removed after exposure of sensors in a
solution of SDS at 30°C for 30 minutes and ozone chamber, meaning the attachment was
reversible.

Figure 4.2 nMag-PAMPS areal mass attachment over time, varying with ionic strength
The slope of the increasing curve is maintained constant among different measurements and
delivers a satisfying reproducibility.
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Table 4.1 nMag % removal after rinsing

Figure 4.3 nMag-PAMPS attachment over time in low ionic strengths
The oscillation observed over time is typical of equipment noise as the attachment falls
below the instrument accuracy of 17 ng/cm2 .
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The nMag-PAMPS mobility was not affected by salinities lower than 1 wt/wt% NaCl. This
can be observed in Figure 4.3. In fact, it was not possible to quantify the attachment
difference with a salt concentration lower than that as it was very close to zero and the
oscillation around this value was caused more by noise than by actual attachment. It is
relevant to underline the accuracy at the QCM-D is 17 ng/cm2, which is theoretically the
equivalent to a monolayer of hydrogen covering the surface of the sensor. When the
variations are lower than 17 ng/cm2, these variations are generally attributed to equipment
accuracy and not to dynamic interaction of the particles with the surface.

The comparison among measurements, presented in Figure 4.4, is related to the attachment
rate as a function of ionic strengths. As the ionic strength increased we also increased the
attachment rate. This can be also qualitatively assessed from the areal mass versus time graph
as the slope of the increasing curve. Also interesting to note is that the slope of attachment
was not always the slope of the detachment, i.e. the curves were not symmetric, meaning that
there is not an equal equilibrium between attachment and detachment. This was one of the
successful approximations used to alter CFT equations to correctly predict transport and even
though the areal mass versus time relationship does not relate directly to the same physical
dimension of concentration versus pore volume, the physical meaning is analogous.
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Figure 4.4 nMag-PAMPS attachment rate vs. salt concentration
Even at higher ionic strengths the standard deviation involved in the measurements is
satisfactory.

4.3.2 pH Level Dependence
As we can observe in Figures 4.5, at pH 3 and 5, the slope of the frequency increases with
increasing ionic strength, indicating lower QD-PAMPS deposition rates. This behavior
agrees with DLVO theory, which states that as the ionic strength increases, the diffuse double
layer (DDL) shrinks, and as a result the surface charges are screened, thereby resulting in
lowered electrostatic attractions. This has been reported in many studies of colloidal
deposition [132, 133]. On top of that, as the nanoparticles’ surface potential is more positive
at pH 3 than at pH 5, they present more aggregation at the latter. In addition, at a set salt
concentration, the nanoparticles present lower deposition rates at pH 5 than at pH 3, which
also agrees with DLVO theory.
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We will explore in more detail these values at Chapter 6 as we break down the theoretical
equations. The results presented here agree with previous works analyzing the attachment
behavior of other nanoparticles in different pH, notably fullerenes [10] and TiO2 [76].

(a)
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(b)

Figure 4.5 nMag-PAMPS attachment as function of pH and ionic strength
(a) in NaCl, (b) in CaCl2
These above results were also presented last year at Society of Petroleum Engineering
International Oilfield Nanotechnology Conference and Exhibition [134].

4.4 Conclusions
Following the method that was described in detail in Chapter 3, we conclude that this work
demonstrates the usefulness of the QCM-D method as a resource for the fast screening of
nanoparticle mobility.

Results obtained from QCM-D were comparable to theoretical

approximations, which estimate mobility, but the QCM-D method allows for a realistic
screening process.

Currently this method is limited to screening of nanoparticles for

formations with high silica content such as sandstone formations, however work is underway
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to measure particles with sensors of varying material compositions so as to model other
formation types. In conjunction with DLS experiments, this method was able to determine
the correct theoretical model to apply to the situation, in this case the DLVO theory. Overall,
the QCM-D method provides a reliable fast method for the screening of nanoparticles in
reservoir fluid conditions.
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CHAPTER 5: FILTRATION THEORY AND NANOPARTICLE
TRANSPORT

5.1 Introduction
In 2002, the National Science Foundation (NSF) launched an initiative to support an
online community where researchers, students and educators could share the results of their
computational research, creating a World Wide Web numerical knowledge repository cloud.
This resource started based on an online platform known as nanoHUB that at its 10-year
anniversary in 2012 encompassed over a quarter of a million users and eventually spread into
other units. Scientists across nano-related disciplines use nanoHUB to run numerical
simulations or unfold their own simulations to collaborate and share tools with others. The
ability to use the cloud without the necessity of installing specific software makes the
initiative extremely attractive and has contributed to its growth in the last few years.

Our laboratory has been responsible for the administration and project development of the
Center for Biological and Environmental Nanotechnology (CBEN) at Rice University, a
consortium responsible for independently providing guidance on the use and remediation of
nano materials into biological and environmental systems. Benefiting from the synergy of
our laboratory’s capabilities and the need for solutions to predict the transport of particles in
natural systems, the online hub nanoEnvi (“nanoEnviroment”, www.nanoenvi.org) was
created.
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This Chapter will go over the first project performed in the hub creating an online tool that
would permit the use of different parameters such as soil permeability and porosity,
nanoparticle characteristics, i.e. hydrodynamic diameter and typical transport data such as
starting concentration and flow velocity to visualize the concentration of these nanoparticles
as a function of space and time. This could easily be applied to applications regarding
environmental remediation as well as to understanding if these particles would be able to
reach the area of interest for application in EOR as detailed in Chapter 1.

5.2 Solution Methodology
The tool structure was built in Python, a programming language and open-source
compiler. Because of its ability to be used in object-oriented programming and structured
programming, it is used as one of the base languages supporting the nanoHub platform, via
Rappture, an internal programming language for building tool modules. The code can be
found in Appendix A. The solution was generated at first in Mathematica™, a numericsymbolic numerical tool developed by Wolfram for data validation and benchmark, and was
later translated into Python and incorporated into the tool.
The 1D concentration of particles with time and space was based on the analytical solution
developed by van Genuchten et al. in 1981. The variation of the concentration on the lefthand side of Equation 5.1 is described as the sum of the transport of the nanoparticles caused
by diffusion, the first term on the right hand side of the equation and schematically
represented as 1 in Figure 5.1. A positive sign on this side of the equation precedes the
diffusion as the transport caused by diffusion occurs from more concentrated portions to less
concentrated; the parameter behind this phenomena is known as the diffusion coefficient and
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is calculated from experimental correlations. The diffusion term by itself, also known as
Fick’s law, is related to the flux by a parameter known as diffusivity, which we can call
mass, molecular or chemical. This law is established by the consideration of Brownian
motion, thus it is justified, in principle, in rather diluted systems. The solution for Fick’s law
when this is the only mechanism of transport is shown below as Equation 5.2 (a). The unit of
the diffusivity is m2/s, the same as we have for cinematic viscosity and in fact, both are
coefficients to characterize the transport of matter or energy resulting in flux. It is then
coherent to use the same units for these two fundamental physical parameters. For gases, this
coefficient has the order of 10-1 cm2/s in normal conditions; for liquids this coefficient is
smaller as we are in a denser phase and the viscosity of the surrounding fluid slows the
movement of the molecules. Diffusion is a “down-gradient”, meaning the nanoparticles are
transported from high to low concentrations, which means the concentration will decreased
in the higher side while increasing in the lower side.

The second term on the right side of the equation is known as the convective or advective
term; in the figure it is represented as 2 and represents the transport of the particles caused by
their dragging in the surrounding fluid media. The advection term is derived using the
conservation law together with Gauss theorem and a known velocity field taken to the
infinitesimal limit governs. The constant u involved in this term is the velocity of the
surrounding media. The negative sign on the right hand side of the equation implies that the
nanoparticles move in the direction of the velocity vector of the fluid. The analytical solution
of the diffusion and convection terms to build on concentration varying with space and time
is given by Equation 5.2 (b).
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The third term introduces the effect of the interaction of the nanoparticles with the porous
matrix. This term is usually referred to as a “reaction term” as this equation has an analogue
in heat transfer and this term would represent the creation or consummation of energy by a
reaction. In the application regarding transport, it is commonly referred to as adsorption, even
though there is an equilibrium underlying the interaction, i.e. particles are attaching and
detaching from the surface and in general this occurs in an equilibrium similar to what is
described by the use of two opposite arrows set in Physical-Chemistry. The S function
depends on the approximation being taken and can circumscribe variables such as
detachment and attachment coefficients, nanoparticle diameter, and porosity of media,
among others. The solution including this term is seen at Equation 5.2 where only nonreversible attachment is considered.
Equation 5.1
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where u is the bulk fluid velocity, D is the diffusion coefficient, k is a parameter intrinsic to
the reaction term.
Diffusion

Convection

Adsorption

Figure 5.1 Schematic of parameters controlling the transport in Clear Bed Filtration

5.3 Results and Discussion
The tool developed in this project contained a couple of parameter inputs that could
be changed by the user, making it a user-friendly but powerful tool as it used the cloud
capabilities offered by the nanoHUB supercomputers located at Purdue University, Figure
5.2. In addition, the code implemented is open-sourced and contributions can be made to
implement other more complex solutions and include contributions of other variables. The
solution, as timed in Mathematica™, took 0.7 seconds to be calculated for a given set of
parameters and because an analytical solution was possible in our first approximation, no
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numerical errors were adjoined, so the numerical precision of the data calculated was
machine-intrinsic.

Figure 5.2 Requirements considered in the development of the NanoMove Tool
The above workflow was used as ground base to develop the user-friendly calculation tool.
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Figure 5.3 Screenshot of the tool for simple CBFT code, available at www.nanoenvi.org
The curve calculated for a set of parameters can be seen in Figure 5.4, which shows the
dimensionless variation of concentration over time for a given space coordinate, x. In Figure
5.5, we see the other possibility already implemented with the spatial variation of the
dimensionless concentration at a given period of time. This allows for the understanding of,
for example, how long it would take under a specific condition for the nanoparticles to reach
the area of interest.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5.4 Screenshot of the breakthrough curve with varying surface velocities
(a) v=0.6 m/s, (b) v=1 m/s. This curve was calculated at a specific set of conditions at a set
time and varying with time and could be used to assess if the particles could reach the area of
interest after this given time.

5.4 Conclusion
We have benefited from the synergy of an already existing and successful initiative of
an online nanotechnology hub to add and share part of our research, publishing a simple
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CBFT code that allows the evaluation of different conditions that could match possible
experiments. The developed code was published on the nanoenvi Hub (www.nanoenvi.org).
The simplicity of the interface user-program was an important requirement we kept in mind
while writing the code, as well as the possibility of extending it for other numerical
approaches via Rappture, the built-in compiler developed and available at the hub
infrastructure. In future work, we can list the insertion of more complex and detailed CBFT
code as possibilities, adding the features published lately: considering, for example,
preferential sites and distinct attachment and detachment coefficients.
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CHAPTER 6: DLVO THEORY AND NANOPARTICLE
STABILITY AND MOBILITY

6.1 Introduction

The DLVO theory has been used since the 1940s to describe the stability and
interaction behavior of colloidal particles [135, 136]. This theory was developed by two
independent research groups and describes a total potential sum of van der Waal forces and
electrostatic forces causing particles to interact with other particles or surfaces; a graphic
explanation can be seen in Figure 6.1. It has recently gained special attention as it also
provides meaningful and accurate descriptions of the behavior of nanoparticles and has been
successfully and largely applied in a number of studies [42, 79, 137-140].

In this Chapter, we will be exploring the potential use of the theory in the cases developed
experimentally in the current work and the correlations that could be drawn from it. Based on
a computational code adapted from an existing code for particle-particle interaction and a
newly developed code for nanoparticle-surface interactions, we will investigate the effect of
temperature, pH, valence, and ionic strength on the calculated total potential in nanoparticlenanoparticle and surface-nanoparticle interactions. A complete analysis of the effects of these
factors will be presented and the applicability in extended future cases will be considered and
discussed.
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Figure 6.1 A graphical description of DLVO theory
(a) High ionic strength: at high ionic strengths, the ions of the surrounding solution cause the
electrostatic cloud around the nanoparticle to shrink in response to the repulsion, the
consequence of two changes with the same sign. As an outcome, we can see that in the graph
the secondary minimum is no longer in effect. This causes the particles to get closer to the
surface and to be stickier, (b) Low ionic strength: at lower ionic strengths, the cloud around
the particle is large enough to create a secondary minimum that keeps the particles at a
distance large enough to avoid contact with the surface and also with other particles.
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6.2 Solution Methodology

The software Mathematica™ was used for the DLVO code based on an available tool
online at Wolfram demonstrations that calculates the DLVO for the interactions between two
colloidal particles, [141]. The original online code had only one module using the approach
sphere/sphere. We have extended this code to include sphere/surface interaction calculations
and also to accommodate the consideration of different surface applications, even though the
zeta potential for surfaces other than silica were not fully implemented.

The options to use with this module include: the kind of interaction, whether we are dealing
with stability or mobility analysis, the surface of porous material if we are studying mobility,
the type of nanoparticle, the valence of the counterion and the ionic strength it delivers to the
solution, temperature and pH.

6.2.1 Nanoparticle-Nanoparticle Interaction: Stability

As we mentioned before, the total potential guiding the interaction of a nanoparticle
with other nanoparticles and surfaces is the sum of potentials, or contributing factors. This is
mathematically represented as:
Equation 6.1
𝑉𝑡 = 𝑉𝑣𝑑𝑊 + 𝑉𝑒 + 𝑉𝑠
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Where VdvW is the van der Waal potential, Ve is the electrostatic potential and Vs is the
potential due to the solvent, but because its contribution is marginal compared to the first two
potentials, it is usually negligible.

The first potential, VdvW is the van der Waal potential. It creates attraction between particles
and between particles and surface and is represented as following:
Equation 6.2
𝑉𝑣𝑑𝑊 =

−𝐴!
12ℎ

where A is the Hamaker constant bases on the nanoparticle and surface when mobility is the
phenomena of interest and R is the radius of the particle.
The Hamaker constant can be written as
Equation 6.3
𝐴 = (𝜋! 𝐶𝜌! 𝜌! )

The electrostatic force is described by
Equation 6.4
!𝑘𝐷

𝑉𝑒𝑙 = (64𝜋𝑘𝐵 𝑇𝑅𝜌! 𝛾! /𝜅! )𝑒

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, a is the particle radius, ρ∞ is the
number density of ion in the bulk solution, γ is the reduced surface potential given by
𝛾 = tanh!

𝑧𝑒𝜓!
!𝑘𝑇

and 1/κ is the Debye screening length, which represents the thickness of the

volume of influence of the diffuse double layer.
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The combination of both forces represents the total force acting in the interaction of two
nanoparticles and can be written as:
Equation 6.5
!𝑘ℎ

𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 (𝑅) = (64𝜋𝑘𝐵 𝑇𝑎𝜌! 𝛾! /𝜅! )𝑒

−

𝐴𝑅
!
12ℎ

6.2.2 Nanoparticle-Surface Interaction: Mobility

In a similar way to what was developed in the nanoparticle-nanoparticle interaction
approximation by DLVO theory, the equation governing the nanoparticle-surface is also the
sum of the van der Waal forces and the electrostatic forces. Equation 6.6 below represents
the van der Waal force acting on the system:
Equation 6.6

𝑉!"# = −

𝐴𝑅
6!ℎ

The electrostatic force is represented as:
Equation 6.7
!!" = 4𝜋!𝜌! 𝛾! 𝑒!(!!!)/𝑘

As mentioned before, the conditions considering surfaces other than silica were not fully
implemented because the zeta-potential used was one found from the literature and applied
specifically to the program. As most of the measurements were done using a silica surface,
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the measurement for other surfaces was out of the scope of this work. But as these
measurements and values become available, this would not represent a serious challenge and
could easily be included in the model as well. Below is the sample of the data input that
allows us to calculate some of our model.
Table 6.1 Sample of measurements used for DLVO calculations and their effect on
mobility

Concentration
[wt/wt %]

Zeta potential (mV)

Particle size
(nm)

QD-PAA

Silica [74]

0.25

-41.23±1.27

-72.32±0.76

66.787±5.023

0.5

-35.89±2.45

-67.96±0.21

65.212±2.103

1

-28.46±2.75

-61.45±2.61

66.434±3.183

2

-10.23±3.21

-55.07±1.82

66.742±5.038

4

-8.60±2.56

-43.32±1.20

66.694±2.043

8

-2.67±2.67

-38.46±0.54

70.457±2.48

1.00 10E-7

-36.04±3.72

-54.74±1.76

60.456±2.683

1.00 10E-6

-34.65±0.45

-53.21±1.12

60.527±3.284

1.00 10E-5

-23.53±1.67

-50.23±0.25

61.029±5.382

1.00 10E-4

-17.85±2.43

-40.70±1.60

61.845±6.38

1.00 10E-3

-5.67±0.34

-33.91±2.09

61.934±5.995

0.01

-1.45±1.67

-23.40±0.91

61.694±7.318

NaCl

CaCl2
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Figure 6.2 Tool used for DLVO simulation using Mathematica™
The user-friendly calculation module includes a number of parameters relevant for the
calculation of nanoparticle-nanoparticle and nanoparticle-surface interaction.
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6.3 Results and Discussion
6.3.1 Ionic Strength and Valence
The experiments shown in Chapters 2, 3 and 4 were in good agreement with DLVO
theory. As we expected, higher concentrations of ions for one given kind of solute increased
the interaction of nanoparticles among themselves and also with the surface of study. If we
compare the difference in the results comparing same concentrations of solute with different
valences, there is also a dramatic change in mobility. The most important insight on the ionic
strength and valence results were regarding the limits for flocculation and irreversible
aggregation, Figure 6.3, which was calculated based on the Schultz-Hardy rule, Equation 6.8,
in the sphere-sphere interactions.
Equation 6.8
𝜌! ≈

1
!!

where the number density of the bulk concentration that is critical for coagulation is the
inverse of the valence to the sixth power.

(a)
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(b)

(c)
Figure 6.3 Calculation of nanoparticle/nanoparticle interaction
Based on the equation the tool calculates the limits of (a) stability, (b) flocculation, and (c)
irreversible aggregation.

6.3.2 pH
The pH did not affect the mobility or stability of the nanoparticles considerably
unless it was combined with other changes, especially in ionic strength. In fact, the van der
Waals forces in principle are not considered as functions of ionic strength or pH. Many
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studies only show electrostatic force calculations to study the change of interactions with
varying ionic strength and pH conditions.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.4 Calculation of nanoparticle/nanoparticle interaction varying with pH levels
The nMag calculations agree with the observation we made when trying to keep the
nanoparticles in solution around a neutral pH level, the aggregated irreversibly. This was, in
fact, one of the reasons why we decided to run all experiments in an acid pH level.
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6.3.3 Temperature
With no ion in the solution, the temperature plays a negligible role in affecting the
mobility of nanoparticles as seen in Figure 6.5. This maps with our experiments in Chapter 3.
As we included even a small amount of monovalent salt, fluctuations in temperature did
significantly affect the total potential, lowering the secondary minima and making the
particles more susceptible to sticking to the silica surface as we can observe below.

(a)

(b)
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(c)
Figure 6.3 Interaction potential changes with varying temperature calculated based
DLVO theory
(a) 20 °C, (b) 40 °C, (c) 60 °C

6.4 Conclusion
The DLVO model successfully predicted the behavior of the nanoparticlenanoparticle and nanoparticle-surface interactions varying with different parameters.
Generally the van der Waal forces are not included in a first approximation as they are
largely insensitive to changes of ionic strength and pH, but because of its simulation
simplicity, they were included in the program.

The DLVO theory is a rich approximation where factors such as ionic strength, pH,
temperature and radius of the particle are used; it allows a wide range of realistic
applications, as these parameters are usually easily measured. One challenge remains to the
current model: the addition of other surfaces as more measurements for the zeta-potential of
materials commonly used such as gold or iron oxide surfaces. In our first approach to the
theory for simulation the Hamaker constant used for the silica surface was taken from the
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literature [74]. Once experiments to characterize the potential of various surfaces is
implemented in our laboratory and more data becomes available the model could easily be
extended and also account for other conditions.
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APPENDIX A: Convective-Diffusive Equation Code –
Rappture/ Python
# Contents of driver.xml
# <run>
#

<input>

#

<number id="Ef">

#

<units>eV</units>

#

<min>-10eV</min>

#

<max>10eV</max>

#

<default>0eV</default>

#

<current>3eV</current>

#
#

</number>
</input>

# </run>
import sys
#import Rappture
from math import *
from mpmath import *

#mpmath.dps=50
#mp.pretty=True

#io=Rappture.library(sys.argv[1])

B

#Injectedmass=float(io.get('inputnumber(mass).current'))
#nanodiameter= float (io.get('inputnumber(diameter).current'))
#injectiontime= float
(io.get('inputnumber(injecttime).current'))
#columnheight=float(io.get('inputnumber(height).current'))
#diffusioncoefficient=float(io.get('inputnumber(diffusivity).c
urrent'))
#porewatervelocity=float(io.get('inputnumber(porevelocity).cur
rent'))
#hydraulicconduc=float(io.get('inputnumber(hydrocond).current'
))
#effectiveporosity=float(io.get('inputnumber(effecporosity).cu
rrent'))
#totalporosity=float(io.get('inputnumber(totalporosity).curren
t'))
#npts=100

#def c(x, c0, t, v, d, ,k, tinjec):
#c[x_, c0_, t_, v_, d_, k_, tinjec_] = c0/2*(erfc((x - v t)/2
sqrt(d t]) +
#

Exp(v x/d]) Erfc((x + v t)/(2 Sqrt(d t])))]))

#Which[0 < t < tinjec,

# c0/2*(Erfc[(x - v t)/2 Sqrt[d t] +

#

Exp[v x/d] Erfc[(x + v t)/(2 Sqrt[d t])]]),

C

#

True, With[{A1 =

#

Erfc[(x - v t)/2 Sqrt[d t] +

#
#

Exp[v x/d] Erfc[(x + v t)/(2 Sqrt[d t])]],
A2 = Erfc[(x - v (t - tinjec))/2 Sqrt[d (t - tinjec)] +

#

Exp[v x/d] Erfc[(x +

#
(A1 - A2)
#

v (t - tinjec))/(2 Sqrt[d (t - tinjec)])]]}, c0/2

]]

#io.put('output.curve.component.xy','%g %g\n'% (x,y),append=1)
def y(x):
return erfc(x)+1

